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The Use of the Terms
Piemontese, Waldenses, and Exiles
in the Bernese Council Manuals of the 17th Century
by Paul Hostettler
Translated by Leo Schelbert

This essay explores the use of the terms "Piemontese," "Waldenses,"and
"Exiles" in the Council Manuals of the Bernese government between
1600 and 1700, in order to determine whether these terms are used
synonymously and possibly instead mean Waldenses.

[1] Foreigners are Knocking
Foreigners were knocking at the door of the State of Bern. It was
the year 1605, three years after the Escalade in Geneva when on 11/12
December 1602, Savoyard troops had attempted to invade the city but
were repulsed. What kind of people were they? Where did they come
from? Why did they come to Bern? How were they to be dealt with?
Before one knew full particulars about them, the Patrician government
of the Lords of Bern issued directives: "Savoyards, who are coming to
the country and are of the Reformed religion, shall show their Mannrechtsbriefe, their official papers" -where in the world do refugees
have official papers?- "without regular papers, if they are leading an
honest way of life, they should be received nevertheless by declaring
loyalty [huldigung]."
Thus there was still a possibility of finding admittance! An oath
of allegiance to the government could substitute a missing passport
in case religious affiliation was right also. But there would not be just
1

1

State Archive [Staatsarchiv] Bern, STABE All 320 / RM [Rats-Manual] 9, p. 40.
Except if noted otherwise, the State Archive of Bern is the depository of the sources given
as A II.
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one Savoyard refugee. Many, actually very many, were to arrive in the
course of the century. The commonwealth of Bern needed to find ways to
properly handle the matter. After five years, there was already a need for
a general solution. At the request of an ambassador of the Duke of Savoy,
military troops who wanted to reach Schwarzenburg were allowed passage through Bern's domain, but they were to take the road through Thun
and not through Bern. Perhaps this was an interlude. Thankfully, Savoy
and Spain were considering a peace agreement in 1610 because towards
the end of that year the plague was moving through the country.2
For a long time after the change of sovereignty, the Schwarzenburg area that had previously belonged to the Duchy of Savoy preserved
its friendship with the fellow-believers in the Piemont. The southward
emigration of the 16 th and 17 th centuries to French-speaking Swiss regions and those of Savoy, especially from Guggisberg, was almost as
large as that to the North, a fact that is scarcely known. In the political daily routine of Bern's government, talking about Waldenses was
avoided as much as possible. The term appears for the first time in thf
Council Manuals in 1655.3
Already in 1277, the pyres of the Catholic Inquisition had attempted to eradicate Waldenses in the Schwarzenburg area.4 But now
the Bernese attempted to implement the alliance with the Waldenses
that the Reformed Swiss Cantons had concluded in 1532 in Piemont's
Chanforan.5 Thus the Bernese could not avoid using the name "Waldenses" that the Savoyan Valley people were using for themselves. In
1532, the reformer Guillaume Farel had served them well.
An immigrant group of some fifty Waldensian people from the Piemont, however, received no mention in the Council Manuals. They arrived
in the Schwarzenburg area between 1597 and 1620 and included 20 men,
each of whom had the same first name Glado (Claudius).6 Soon after these

2

A II 331 / RM 20 and A II 335 / RM 24.
A II 434 / RM 123 (April-July), 1655 p. 31.
4
G. F. Ochsenbein, Aus dem schweizerischen Volksleben: Der lnquisitionsprozess wider die Waldenser zu Freiburg im Ochtland im Jahre 1430, nach Akten dargestellt
(Bern: Dalp, 1881 ), 158; Die Berner Chronik des Conrad Justinger. Gottlieb Studer, Hg.
(Bern: Wyss , 1871 ), 37. See also Paul Hostettler, "Tiiufertum im Grenzgebiet zwischen
deutscher und welscher Schweiz und seine waldensischen Wurzeln ," Universitatsbibliothek Bern 2008. ["Anabaptism in the Frontier Region between German- and Frenchspeaking Switzerland and Its Waldensian Roots".]
Published5 by
BYU ScholarsArchive,
2014 Valley, General Meeting of 1532.
5
Chanforan
in the Piemont, Pellice
3
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people had settled, two Anabaptist centers emerged, one in the surroundings
of Nidegg-Steinenbriinnen-Ackenmatt in the municipality of Wahlern, and
the other in the surroundings of Wyden-Furen-Winterkraut in the municipality of Guggisberg. However, no one took notice in Bern. Nor was there
any mention of Abraham Willeth who had come from the French-speaking
region and about 1600 had married into a family living at the Dilrrenboden
near Wyden in the Schwarzenburg area. Although Abraham was fined large
sums because of being an Anabaptist, he was never summoned to appear
before the "Chorgricht," the special court dealing with religious matters.
The government of Bern actually issued a sympathetic obituary of Willeth,
the only one ever for an Anabaptist. 7 It was truly unique! It is probably not
a mistake to consider him also as a Waldensian immigrant.
From 1605 to the Peace of Westphalia in 1648, the region of Bern
was increasingly a region of immigration and became one of emigration
only thereafter. This is reflected in the registers of the Council Protocols. When I systematically searched them for the years 1600 to 1700
under the letter "P" looking for "Piemontese," some fifty very foreign
sounding names turned up. An appendix lists them and is supplemented
by 15 further "criminal" persons. Of the 65 people, 36 were female,
22 male, while the sex of seven could not be determined. Of these 65
people, 30 were killed by the sword or by fire. Unexpectedly, we find
ourselves in Bern's criminal court. Six of the executed people were
native and 24 from abroad. Was it a case of xenophobia?
Given foreign names such as "Peiper, Porehet, Presses," one would
expect that also foreign religions would be mentioned, but that is not
the case, except if personal names such as Melchisedek, Sara, Ester, and
Isaac should point to the Jewish diaspora. But the relatively frequent
6
Baptismal Register Guggisberg I and Baptismal Register Wahlern I ; see Paul
Hostettler, " Anabaptism in the Frontier Region, between German- and French-speaking
Switzerland and Its Waldensian Roots" that features Glado Serar and his followers in section 3.
7
AV 1187: Amterbuch Schwarzenburg D, p. 399:"Byniiben so ist kurtz verschiner
zydt ein manss persohn Abraham WiJieth todts verscheiden, da niemandts weyss, woher
derselbig sye. Wollicher jung ins landt khomen , und des dienens befleissen, endtlich sich
alhir in die ehe gestelt, und das landtrecht koufft und zaldt, darnach ihme selbige frouw
abgestorben, hat er sich ungevor vor dryen jaren widerumb verehelichet, und jetzund
er dieselbige frouwen verlassen und diewyl er keine lyb erben noch andere friindt, dan
die hinderlassne husfrouwen hat, und aber etwass giiedtlins ungevarlich by vier hundert
kronen vorhanden , <lass aber iir nach ires fiirgiibens ihr solle gemacht haben. Mit pit eiier
gnaden wolle mich berichten , wess ich mich hierin zu verhalten habe."
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personal names such as "Claude, Claudine, Claudaz" are striking. The
first name Claude is indeed a sign of Waldensian persuasion. 8 In the list
of the 65 people , there were seven, that is , nearly one-eighth with that
first name. Three men named Claude suffered death because of their
supposed trespasses such as blasphemy, profanity, and witchcraft, as
they were construed by the authorities.
In the case of Claude Harnist, the theological aspect is especially
pronounced. He was bothered by a theological problem that had surfaced
in a heated exchange in the village pub . He was supposed to have stated:
"Christ, the Lord, had been a poor sinner just as we are." 9 He thus equated
the humanity of Jesus of Nazareth with that of all people in order to assert
his physical earthly existence. That statement of Harnist was reported to
the bailiff as if he had claimed that Jesus Christ had been a sinner just as
anybody else. The bailiff judged this view as blasphemy, that is, as an
offense and revilement of God. The judicial proceedings that followed
ended with Harnist's execution, but not before his tongue was cut off.
The background of that fatal debate was this: For centuries ,
Waldenses had been accused of being Manicheans who had claimed that
Jesus had a body merely in appearance. Albigensians and Waldenses ,
however, did not hold such a view. The shopkeeper Harnist was the
victim of just such a misattribution that he actually rejected. His declarations show that he was a Waldensian.
Blasphemy may not be interpreted as a denial of God; they are not
the same. The discussion of Claude Harnist in the pub was based on
the story of the crucifixion, certainly a central event for the Christian
faith that must take Christ's entreaty seriously: "Lord, if possible let this
chalice be taken from me," and "Father forgive them! " 10
When Claude Harnist pondered the issue , hi s contemporaries
could not understand it. Misunderstood, he became a martyr, although
he was a witness for the truth . During the later judicial proceedings, it
became clear that Claude Harnist had been inspired by a "certain booklet called der monschen spiegel," the peoples ' mirror. Unfortunately
that little book could not be identified. But it must have been related

8

See Hostettler, "Anabapti sm in the Frontier Region ," footnote 4.
"Christus der Herr seye so wol ein armer siinder gesin wie wir."
1
°Christian dogma holds as central the doctrine of the true divinity as well as of the
humanity of Jesus Christ who could not have been simultaneously his own father and his
son. It isby
a matter
of theology, not of2014
physicality.
Published
BYU ScholarsArchive,
7
9
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to books called Martyrs' Mirrors that were handed down for centuries.
They claimed a separate tradition originating in primitive Christianity
and featured an ecclesiastical community that had been an alternative
to the Roman Church. This alternative account circulated in numerous
editions and variations and presented the history of "evangelical communities" since primitive Christianity to about 1660, but fully apart
from the Church of Rome. 11 In trying times, parts or summaries of such
Mirrors that told about hundreds of witnesses to the faith were passed
around for spiritual strengthening.
In a later edition of such an (ecumenical 12 ) Martyrs ' Mirror, Abraham Mellinus claimed that Waldenses, Albigenses, and Anabaptists, understood the following sentence of the Apostle Paul in the same way in
reference to Christology: "Christ as a man reflects the true image of the
invisible God." 13 Claude Harnist would probably have felt understood
by this biblical interpretation. By the way, after his execution his family
was deprived of his property that was inventoried in all its detail for the
government's benefit. 14 The notation on the list regarding Bernette Perret, furthermore, sounds like the blare of a trumpet that announces the
coming persecution of the Pietists: "She was accused of Stilndlerei, that
is, of attending conventicles." 15

[2] The Inhabitants of the Valley in the Piemont, Hard-pressed
because of Religion, and Bernese Diplomacy until the Peace of
Westphalia of 1648
Between 1610 and 1617, the plague passed through the Bernese
regions, as did Savoyard troops. The Duke of Savoy claimed the region of the Waadt as his domain that Bern had occupied. 16 National and
international politics intermingled, and only those who had a passport

11
Thanks to a suggestion of H.R. Hanni , I was able to consult an edition of the
Martyrs' Mirror that probably dated from 1682 and is owned privately in Langnau in the
Emmental.
12
Separate from these "traditional and handed on" "Mirrors ," the Dutch Anabaptists issued their own rather "denominational" Mirror and disregarded the centuries-old
tradition of the former.
13
Colossians 2, 9.
14
A V 1186 Amterbuch Schwarzenburg C, pp. 111 , 488-496, 580.
15
A II 399 / RM 88, p. 67 (1643) .
16
A II 335 / RM 24 , p. 188 (1612).
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could get through. Savoyards pressed against the southern border o~
the State of Bern and could hardly be kept in check, thereby challeng
ing diplomacy as well. Experienced ambassadors such as Baron de 1~
Cournette travelled far and wide and presented their reports and messages. Painstakingly ''fridens-articul," articles of peace, were drafted
such as those between Savoy and Spain . In the end, Bern as well as its
allies made peace with the Duke of Savoy made possible by the mediation of the King of England and his agent residing in Turin. After many
dispositions and as many counter-proposals, texts were finally forged
that found agreement, but the soldiery still roamed through the country.
Also many undesirable foreigners importuned Bern's government. Supposed witches and fiends were picked up and put to death. Thus many
strange family and first names were entered in the Bernese CouncilManual: Ester Premanaz, Claude Perveulaz, Pinget Lolinaz, Pirnon
Sevra, Claude Sauvegraz , and many others. 17
But the conflict between the Duke of Savoy and the evangelical
people in the valleys of the Piemont remained unresolved, and they remained hard pressed because of their beliefs. 18 The Inquisitor General
of the Roman Church at Turin, furthermore, attacked the Evangelicals.
"In the three Waldensian Valleys of Luserna, Perosa , and San Martino ,
that are especially attached to our religion," he had gradually eliminated
the evangelical preachers. 19 By depriving the people of their pastors, all,
including those who remained, "should be drawn again to the papacy,"
an attempt the government of Bern was not willing to let succeed. A note
of protest was to be prepared, translated into French , and be submitted
to the Duke. Bern's leaders , furthermore, were to directly contact the
clergy of the Piemontese Angrongno Valley. Some even suggested that
in order to meet the distress "a collection of support should be made"
and personally transmitted. 20
Thus, good intentions were evident. Also, the members of the Confederation were to be involved, at least those of the evangelical persuasion. But some demanded that first, the nature of the emergency should
be clarified and, also, which people were most in need . Such inquiry
demanded time, however, and it soon became evident that all, and not
17

A II 356 / RM ( 1623 January-July) .
" piemontesische talleute" -fi rst time used in A II 398 / RM 87 ( 1643).
19
AII398 / RM 87,pp. IO , 11 , 47 .
Published 20byABYU
2014
II 399ScholarsArchive,
/ RM 88.
18
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only those in the Angronga Valley, needed support. 21 Help, therefore,
was a long time in coming despite the urgency of the situation. Intense
effort on the diplomatic plane, furthermore, led necessarily to much correspondence that needed to be prepared and finalized by the offices. An
example may stand for many others:
Based on today's report of the most honored Lords of
the committee dealing with the Piemontese matter, my gracious Lords and Superiors erstwhile have found it good simply to remain with the official advisory and assessment, but
to postpone the mission until the recommended conference
with Mr. Leger having arrived in Geneva has taken place. It
will then further be deliberated in what effective way the distressed people of the Piemont valleys should be helped. 22

It is noteworthy that the terms "Piemontese Valley people" and
"Piemontese" are officially used by the Bernese Council for the first time
between the months of May and November of 1643.23 It signifies that
Savoyard and Piemontese need to be distinguished; Savoyard was to be
understood as a political, and Piemontese as a denominational reference.

[3] Prohibition of Marriages with Foreigners,
Separation and Expulsions
In the third quarter of the 17t1, century, the persecution of the
Piemont Valley people by the Duke of Savoy remained a constant issue
and even intensified. At the height of the persecution, one cry for help
followed another. In 1655 for the first time, there was a marginal note in
the protocol of the Bernese government referring to "Waldenses" which
clearly meant the "Piemontese Valley people." Thus, the two terms were
synonymous. It seems as if with some embarrassment, one wanted to
talk merely of some distant relatives, but then realized that the French21

A II 412 / RM IO I . At that time there were 14 Evangelical parishes .
II 453 / RM 142, p. 334: " Uber heut beschehene relation meine hochgeehrten
herren der committierten zum piemontischen geschiifft, habindt myn gniidig herren und
oberen zwar es by dem uffgsetzten consulto und gutfinden einfaltig verbleiben, die expedition aber dahin eingestelt sein !assen, biss die gutfundene conferentz mit dem dort biss
zu Genff angelangten hr. Leger ihren fortgang genommen haben wirt, danach weiter zu
beratschlagen , <lurch wess kreftige weg als piemont betrengten thalleilten ze helffen sein
werde."
23
II 398 / RM 87.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol50/iss2/10
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speaking Piemontese were evangelical fellow believers. Solidarity was
now required and Bern became awake .
Despite all intercessions, however, the Duke of Savoy refused to
grant peace to the hard-pressed valley people. Letters sent by Geneva,
Bern, and Zurich, failed to impress him . Bern looked ahead to a dark
future and even sought to discover hints that its southern neighbor was
preparing for war. Yet, information about it proved to be scant.24
At the beginning of 1655, Bern insisted on two points:
1. Daughters may not get married abroad.
2. At least two Piemontese pastors were to receive a partial stipend .25

Nonetheless, the distress in the Piemont increased. It had already
lasted ten years, and Bern was still searching for means by which it
could help. Yet-as a kind of a flanking measure-all Savoyard peddlers or hucksters were expelled from the country.26 On the political
level, great efforts were made, but without much success. The four
evangelical states sent the diplomat Leger to the Duke27 with the written
request to go easy on the Piemontese . The Duke was not impressed and
explained why he had "been led to impugn the Waldenses." 28 He was
annoyed that the valley people had been ungrateful and had destroyed
the Castel a la Tour. 29 Therefore , some claimed that the Duke had to be
pressured in a serious way and that the matter had to be put to the assembly of the Confederacy in Aarau; but all was perhaps too late. The
collection of money was extended throughout the Confederacy, while
news about the "cruel persecution" in the Piemont was spread far and
wide . Ambassadors were sent back and forth debating whether perhaps
all Savoyards in the country should be expelled. 30 Two years later in
1658, trouble erupted anew:
It so happened that some days ago, two strong , but
unnoticed sets of Savoyard men had arrived in groups at
Nyon and Morges , where they went separate ways. And it

24

On Lake Geneva, large ships had been seen in readiness. A JI 422 / RM 111 , p. 17.
AII446 / RM 135 , p. 421.
26
AII422 / RM 111,p, 45 .
27
AII433 / RM 122(1655).
28
A II 343 / RM 123 . p. 31.
29
Ail437 / RM 126, p.121 (1656) .
Published 30byAII343
BYU ScholarsArchive,
11
/ RM 123 , p.215. 2014
25
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has further happened that given these difficult events, the
suspicion has arisen that they were sent to move into lands
in such a way that they could become united in a short time.
And although they could be those kettle repairers who usually come into the country towards winter and travel through
the land pursuing their craft, we still thought it advisable to
order that especially at the passes, such people should be
stopped and asked where they were coming from and where
they were going and what their craft was, and should some
suspicion arise that they were to be stopped and all be reported . 3 1

[4] Peak of the Persecution and
Transmittal of the Collected Money
In the spring of 1655, Bern finally realized the dire situation of the
Savoyard Reformed Piemontese. Now the laments sent by those who
"are in the Valley of Angrongne of our religion" were actually read, and
it was acknowledged that they "had been driven from house and home
into misery, their houses ransacked and everything totally destroyed." 32
It was realized more and more that, given the indescribable distress, help was not merely Bern's duty but that of all evangelical states
of the Confederacy. Bern, Basel, Zurich, and Schaffhausen, were to
stand united. And time was getting short. A common "Intercessions"
letter to the Duke was needed and was to be transmitted by General von
Erlach and Lieutenant Gerig David. Zurich viewed Bern's proposals to
be quite meager, while diplomatic measures were, at their most, intense
and the military was put on alert. 33
As to the monetary collection, it was high time that it be sent.
31

A II 444 / RM 133 ( I658): "Es sye vorkommen, dass seit etlich tag dahar starke
zwei unbeachtete Savoyermannen truppenweis zu Neuis und Morsee angekomrnen,
daselbst sich zertheilt und weiters passiert, da bei disen schwierigen leiiften die mutmassung vorfelle, dass sie sich in die lender zebegeben bestelt sein mochten, wie dann erst
ein solche weiss ... in wenig zeit zusammengebracht werden konne. Und obwol es derjenigen kessleren sein mochten , die jeweilen gegen winter ins land kommen, und mit
irer begangenschaft das land durchziehen, so habend sie doch fiir gut befunden, jhnen
zebefelchen, dz sonderlich by den passen uff dergleichen fiirpassierende leiit geachtet,
dieselben grad gestelt, wohin sie kommind und wohin sie wellind und was ihre begangenschaft und so etwas verdachts sich erregte, dieselben uffgehalten und jegliche <lessen
berichtet werdind."
32 A II 433 / RM 122 (January-March 1655): "von haus und heim ins elend vertriben ihre heiiser spoliert und alles verderbt worden."
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The funds now amounted to no less than 6,040 Thalers and was to be
noted in the tax and collection register, specified according to the town
of the donors. The sum total of the collection was finally rounded to
1,500 doubloons and sent to Geneva .34 There honorary representatives
of Turin were to receive the donations and, it seems, to hand them over
to the Duke for the valley people of the Piemont. At the same time,
it was mentioned that as a kind of acknowledgement "the intended
peace agreement between the Duke of Savoy and the valley people be
implemented." 35
Later, however, there was the sobering remark that the Tagsatzung, the gathering of the members of the Confederacy, needed to be
appraised of "that presumed peace agreement." 36 Also the program of
the Fast-, Thanksgiving- and Prayer-Day set for the fall merely asked
that "one generally pray for the peace of the distressed evangelical
churches where ever they might be" instead of " thanking especially"
for the peace achieved. 37
Numerous written communications were sent in order to stem the
plight in the Piemont, but apparently a full understanding of the situation had been lost. However, industrious efforts were made to find places for Piemontese asylum seekers and to send ambassadors repeatedly
to the Piemont. Furthermore, the Lord of Bonstetten and bailiff Stiirler
had just completed the demanding trip to the Duke of Savoy in Turin .
But everything remained in abeyance , and no binding agreements were
achieved. Letters were also sent concerning the matter not only to the
Duke of Savoy, but also to the Elector of Brandenburg, even to the
French royal court and to the titular bishop of Lausanne. Although efforts and good will existed aplenty, all activities came to nothing. 38
In April 1664, the Piemontese preacher Daniel Fi pert came to Bern
to offer thanks in the name of the Evangelical parishes. 39 The visit motivated the Bernese clergy anew to resume the collection of money, and
by the following Monday, it was taken up again . Also other preachers

24

On Lake Geneva, large ships had been seen in readiness. A II 422 / RM 111 , p. 17 .
All 446 / RM 135, p. 421 .
26
All 422 / RM 111 , p, 45 .
27
A II 433 / RM 122 (1655).
28
A II 343 / RM 123. p. 31.
29
A II 437 / RM 126, p.121 (1656).
30 AJI341 / RM 123 , p. 215 .
Published by
BYU ScholarsArchive, 2014
13
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from the valleys of the Piemont came to visit and were heard. 40 A new
collection of money that netted more than 3,779 crowns was to be entrusted to the Lord von Graffenried, then sent to Geneva, and be brought
to Savoy by the Turetins. But this time a receipt was requested and carefully filed together with a list.
At this time, the number of Piemontese immigrants increased at
an alarming rate, and laborers arrived in droves with their wives and
children. Bern became a place of transit since it could provide settlers
for Brandenburg, as well as for the repeopling of the Palatinate. In September 1666, Bern was informed that those who had been given permanent asylum in Heidelberg wanted to retrieve their loved ones. 41 Whole
families intent upon travel to the region were now given a collective
pass,42 and even the Duke himself had proposed such a step. 43 The embarkation of the refugees occurred at Yverdon as they themselves had
suggested, others assembled at Wangen at the Aare River, still others
had to find a way to Basel and locate a boat. All those merely passing
through received 60 thalers in aid as a "Zehrpfennig" -a contribution
towards expenses. 44

[5] Financing of the Asylum Fond from the Salt-Fund
Over the years, Bern's financial outlay for the asylum problem had
grown alarmingly and liquid assets had become scarce. At times, even
the bankruptcy of the State seemed looming in the near future so that
several steps were taken:

33

A II 433 / RM 122 (January-March 1655) .
A II 434 / RM 123 (April-July 1655) .
35
A II 435 / RM 124, p. 66 (July-December 1655): "disen fridensgschrifft zwischen
dem Herzog uss Saffoy und den tallei.ithen zu cooperiren."
36
A II 435 / RM 124, p. 310 .
37
A II 435 / RM 124, p. 335 (Fall 1655): "in genere umb den friden der betrengten
evangelischen kirchen , wo sy sind, zu erpitten."
38
AII458 / RM 147,pp. 81, 12l;All459 / RM 148,p.12.
39
A II 459 / RM 148 (April 1664).
40
A II 460 / RM 149.
41
All 464 / RM 153 , p. 22 .
42
A II 463 / RM 152 (May 1666).
43
A II 466 / RM 155 (February-July 1667) .
44
A II 466 / RM 155, p. 52; A II 547 / RM 235, p. 79.
34
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1. The budget was to be examined in order to determine whether one
could economize somewhere.45
2. The financing of the needs of refugees was turned over to the "SaltCassa," that is, to be covered by revenues accrued from the mining of
salt in the region of Ahl en/ Aigle and of Vivis/Vevey where Bern had
established a bailiwick after its occupation of the Waadt. In order to
solve the recurring problem of liquidity, the salt revenues were dealt
with as if they were a bank. Thus between 1687 and 1700, the patrician
government of Bern repeatedly ordered the director of the salt mines to
provide money so that several times large sums were drawn from the
salt revenues to assist the Piemontese refugees.46
Because the state treasury had repeatedly been depleted, it was
suspected that money was being drained away; thus, it was seriously
debated whether to look into the matter, and also to consider where one
could possibly economize.47 A subsequent inquiry, however, apparently
did not discover anything wrong. In January 1693, again 1,500 crowns
were withdrawn from the "Salz Fass," the salt barrel, in the hope of
encouraging refugees to move on. The phrase "ein Fass ohne Boden," a
barrel without bottom, might have come from the experience of assisting refugees.
3. The Bernese people were continually asked for money on behalf of
the Piemontese, and in 1687 volunteers were sought. 48 In Bern, collections were taken up in the Holy Ghost, Nydegg, and the French churches, but only during morning services.49
4. As a special measure, firewood was collected that was to be handed
over to needy Piemontese.50

45

AII514/RM202,p . 165 .
A II 519 / RM 207, p.27s; A II 537 / RM 225, p. 35s; the order was issued that
3000 Thaler were to be held in readiness; p. 115: 1000 Thaler; p. 412: 7000 Thaler; A II
538 / RM 226, p. 79: 1900 crowns; A II 542 / RM 230, p. 52: 1000 Thaler; p. 305: 1000
Thaler;AII 545 / RM 233, p. 234: 1500 crowns;AII 554/RM 242, p. 374s: 19,200 Gulden; A II 568 / RM 256, p. 39: 12,000 Gulden.
47
A II 543 / RM 231 , p. 337.
48
A II 529 / RM 207, pp. 71 , 131.
49
A II 519 / RM 207 , pp. 73, 131 .
Published 50byABYU
ScholarsArchive,
II 546
/ RM 234, p. 76; A2014
II 565 / RM 253, p.17s; A II 575 / RM 263, p.12. 15
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5. Exiled preachers were to receive special support.51 In the fall of 1685,
the preachers were asked to sign the formula of consensus of the Heidelberg Catechism at the Day of Prayer so that the profession of faith of all
pastors would be uniform; the step might also have served as a kind of
acknowledgement of the support they had received. 52
6. Bern proposed a meeting of the Confederacy's Evangelical members
to deal with the question of the exiles,53 since Zurich, Basel, Schaffhausen, and Bern, were unevenly burdened by the increasing wave of
refugees and a better distribution should be attempted. At a time of rising prices and a dearth of grains, Bern was unable to carry on alone. 54

[6] Asylum Seekers and Intractable Piemontese to Be Deported
In August 1687, the Piemontese were joined by French exiles,
and it seemed that the waves of refugees were never ending. General
dissatisfaction arose not only in the government, but also among the
people at large, although all agreed that the sick and those over age sixty
should not be urged to move. Furthermore, refugees had been coming
whose guns and ammunition had to be taken away. And then there were
those who, having hardly arrived, wanted to return, while others refused
to move to Brandenburg or Ireland. The situation became overwhelming. Also the handouts were quite uneven; at certain places they were
given out so lavishly that among "those who enjoyed them one could
observe all kinds of haughtiness and luxury, thus a revision of the order
of alms-giving that had been envisioned anyway" needed to be undertaken. Among the proposals were the demand that one should reduce the
amount given out, and also, to let those with some means "know that
they ought to seek their fortune this spring somewhere else and that the
Gracious Lords could not help them any longer." 55
51

All 514 / RM 202.
All 514 I RM 202 , p. 35 .
53
A II 535 / RM 223 , p . 177 ; A II 553 / RM 241, p. 51 (1694) . Exiles and Piemontese are used synonymously from here on.
54
A II 545 / RM 233 , p. 234.
55
A II 545 I RM 233 , p. 234: bei "denen die es geniessen, allerlei hoffart und
schlekereyen beobachtet werden , derowegen .. . die bereits hievor erkente revision dieser
Almusenordnung;" "verdeuten, dass sie dieses friihjahr die fortun anderswo suchen sollen
und die gnadigen Herren ihnen hier nicht !anger beispringen ktinnind."
52
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In August 1688, the government even used force to prevent the
Piemontese who had been brought to the region of Schwarzenburg to
return to their homeland .56 Also, the view of the Piemontese began to include labels that had been used to characterize Anabaptists. Like these,
the Piemontese were now labeled as "stubborn, obstinate and intractable" because they did not want to go to Brandenburg but to Geneva. 57
Still others were prevented to return to the Piemont by being ruthlessly
whipped. 58 Others, however, wandered through the land and tried somehow to make it. 59 It became evident that asylum politics had become
wholly unmanageable and despite the concern for the plight of the exiled, it all had turned to an overwhelming burden, especially at a time
when food prices were rising and cereals becoming scarce. 60

[7] The Exiled, Expelled and RefugeesThe Language Regime after 1671
After 1671, the term "the Exiled" 6 1 came into use. Those driven
away had come in droves from all over and simply had to be provided
for. Although they were certainly fellow believers, they were also aliens.
Some had come of their own choosing, and thus were truly emigrants.
Others, however, had been "sent," that is, hadbeen driven out; these
were the expelled, the true refugees. If only one could send the useless laborers away, but keep those who were of use! 62 The protocol did
not specify whether immigrants and those who had been expelled were
examined differently at the border; although it seems likely since both
were fellow believers needing help.
It had to be made certain, however, that these people at the border
were truly fellow believers and not Catholics slipping in. It was agreed
56

AII525 / RM213 , p. 193 .
AIi 525 / RM 213, p. 193, p . 437; All 526 / RM 214, pp. 7s , 217, 354s, 371.
58 A II 527 / RM 215, p. 504 .
59
A II 531 / RM 219, p. 96 .
60 A II 548 / RM 236, p. 5s , 256, 322; A II I RM 237 p. 184.
6
' A II 476 / RM 165 ; A II 485 / RM 174, p. 535.
62 " . . . so sind meghh bedacht, volglich all und jeden, so mit ihren handwerken undt
handlungen der Burgerschafft beschwarlich fallen, emigrieren zu )assen. Under welchem
aber nit gemeint sein sollen die niitzlichen fabrikanten undt manifacturen; ... glichvil
aber auch in dem verstandt, dass volgends die execution gegen deren emigranten nit <lurch
confiscation ihrer arbeit undt waren, sondern etwan <lurch ... [Besteuerung?] ihrer laden
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to sustain them, that is, to provide food, shelter, and clothing, until their
qualification had become certain or until they could be sent home again.
Once received, the exiled were to be sent directly to Bern.63
Four years later, official instruction was requested under the marginal notation "relating to Waldenses" that was to take the long term
into account. It had become apparent that an immediate return had
become impossible. At the first meeting of the Evangelical members
of the Confederacy in Baden, a necessary admonition was made that
Piemont's valley people should not be forgotten. 64
Then a meeting was planned to be held in Aarau to find a solution
to the problem of provisions ,65 but first the deputies dealing with the
matter of Anabaptists had to arrive. 66 When these finally came, it became apparent that the other Evangelical members of the Confederacy
were also unable to cope with providing for the refugees. With much
concern, the group decided to submit the matter to the French Consistory that was prepared to build up an ordered system of distributing
provisions in the regions of Gex and Lausanne that included Moudon,
Morges, Nyon, and Chillon.67 For once there seemed to be a solution,
but in the spring of 1696, new trouble arose. In Bern , the government
was starting to struggle against the Pietists and their "impermissible
gatherings and erroneous teachings." 68

[8] Fellow Believers or Unwanted Foreigners? Some Conclusions
1. Research in the Council Manuals of the l Th century shows that with
changing conditions, the naming of the people in question also changed .
At the start, refugees coming from the Piemont were called Savoyards,
and thus were viewed from a political perspective. The name remained
common until 1643 when Bern began to use the label Piemontese Valley
People or simply Piemontese, which acquired a denominational meaning. This usage lasted until 1671 when both terms were replaced by the
word "Exiles" and remained in use until about 1700.

63
64

65
66

67

68

A II 485 / RM
A II 497 / RM
A II 556 / RM
A II 556 / RM
A 11560 I RM
A II 562 / RM

174 (May-November 1675) , p. 535.
185, p. 413 .
244, p. 42 (January 1695) .
244 , p. 374.
248, p. I09, 330 .
250 , p . I 32ss ( 1696).
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2. It is noteworthy that the denominational term (Evangelical) Valley
People never referred to the accord of 1532 between Waldenses and
Evangelicals in the Piemontese Chanforan. It may indicate a somewhat
uncertain relationship to these fellow believers.
3. Also, the nearly complete avoidance of the name Waldenses is noteworthy. It is used several times in the protocols, but only during the
most severe persecution years of 1655 to 1662 when the word is noted
merely in the margin and with different ink, thus a later entry.
4. The ambivalent attitude towards the Piemontese valley people is already implied in the resolution of 1605 that was to regulate the immigration from the south: "Savoyards who come into the land and who are of
the Reformed persuasion shall show their formal papers .... If they are
unable to show them and are of honest conduct, they should be received
nevertheless by loyalty oath." 69 The first conditions-"Reformed" and
having "papers" -point to a strict and unbending attitude, the second
considering exceptional treatment signifies a mild and understanding
approach. It may be assumed that a baptismal certificate was sufficient
for proving a person's Reformed persuasion .
5. Many passages of the Council Manuals show that helping the
Waldenses was considered a duty owed fellow believers, even as it became a severe burden at times . Members of Bern 's government seem to
have been unnecessarily clumsy in dealing with the Savoyards . They
clashed and fought among themselves, also directives were ignored. On
the basis of their experience with the Anabaptists, the Patricians should
have learned how to deal with the Piemontese. Worn out as they waited
for conditions to change, the ruling people began to ask "how one could
possibly get rid of these people so that they would not be a burden again
the coming winter." 70

69
A II 320 / RM 9 (January-June I605). " Savoyer, die ins landt kommen und reformierter religion , sollen ihre mannrechtsbriefe aufweisen .... So sie aber ihr mannsrecht
nit ufbringen mogendt undt aber eins ehrlichen wandels sindt, sollent sie nit destminer in
huldigung uffgnommen werden ." -Formally "Huldigung" meant professing loyalty to
the government by oath.
10
A II 548 / RM 236 ( 1693): "wie man sich diser leiiten entladen konne, so dass sie
Published
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2014 auff dem halss bleibind."
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It is evident that the solution of problems connected with making
people move instead of integrating them , had been pursued for quite
some time, but was finally systematically worked out and refined in
the 1680s. The issue had intensified because of the large number of
refugees, as well as by the lack of sufficient food . At the core, however,
understanding and love were still lacking , strangling the sense of solidarity.
The systematic tightening of dealing with the refugee problem occurred in various steps. First, sparsely inhabited regions were identified
where people could be settled in groups. Such were areas near AhlenVivis, Lenzburg , Aarau, Zurich, Luzern, Konigsfelden, and Brugg, also
Aarberg, Erlach, and Nidau. Misplacements were corrected as they realized that French-speaking exiles succeeded better in urban conditions,
and Waldenses in rural regions such as in the Emmental where they
found themselves in a familiar environment.71
As these places became filled , officials eyed regions abroad such
as Wiirttemberg , Brandenburg, Hessen, Frankfurt, and Ireland. While
resettlement occurred in shifts, letters and ambassadorial interventions
arranged the refugees' move.
Between 1655 and 1662 , the time of the worst persecution of the
Waldenses, refugee help was in the hands of the almsgiver who could
only provide emergency aid. With time , however, the task became larger and more complex than one had assumed; after a few years, therefore,
a special commission, the so-called "Exulanten-Cammer," was established to manage the influx .
In the 1690s, the challenges were not being met. Getting the refugees to move seemed to halt. Places that could be filled within the country with small groups had vanished, those to be sent abroad proved to be
expensive as to preparation , and the exiles were often unwanted.
In 1694 , the King of France issued an edict that encouraged all
Piemontese who had fled to return home. It created an incredible disarray since Piemontese were fleeing to the very lands from which those
who had left before now wanted to return. The response was to be hastened, but the cumbersome structure of the Evangelical estates, hoping
to take a common approach concerning all issues, rather slowed things.
Although the inexperienced office concerned with the exiled tried its

71

A II 51 8 / RM 206, p. 455 (March 1694).
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best , it was finally told to collaborate with the office that dealt with the
Anabaptists that had plenty of experience with removing people and
now was charged with assisting in the task. 72
As long as compassion and mercy was the dominant response , it
seems that Bern had not considered the duplication represented by the
creation of an office dealing with the exiles in addition to that concerned
with Anabaptists. It seems that an increasing mass immigration had fully overwhelmed the new office that was ordered to submit its measures
to the office dealing with the Anabaptists, thereby acknowledging its
superiority. That step not only diminished the duplication, but also oriented the task of both offices towards the removal of people. 73

Appendix
17 th Century Migration, Witchcraft, and Executions
Noted in the Bernese Council Manual

Source RM* Year

Remarks

Punishment

Name

First Name

Sex

Pachod

Jaquena

f

25/460

Sarrons

N

?

25/460

Servos

Pemette

f

88/95

161 3

suspect of
witchcraft

Panissod

Claude

m

27/332

1614

blasphemy

expelled

Pentett

?

m/f

27/333

1614

couple

death by fire

Pilnehet

Pierre

m

28/257

1614

*

death by fire

Petillat

Frarn;:oise

f

29/262

1615

+

death sentence

Pelluchet

Susanne

f

35/267

1618

1613

+

executed

executed

burnt

A II 551 / RM 239, p. 385 (March 1694).
An example of that orientation is the project of 1719 that considered keeping
about 130 spouses of Anabaptist preachers imprisoned as a group and for life or to have
Published
by BYU ScholarsArchive,
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Pilliard

Frarn;:oise

f

36/105

1618

*

Prodon

Jean

m

36/123

1618

due to murder
in Piemont

Lolinaz

Pinget

?

45/185b

1623

+

Perveulaz

Claude

m

45/17 la

1623

+

Pinand

Melchisedec m

45/47a

1623

Jew?

Prenebaz

Ester

f

451155a

1623

+Jewish?

Sauvegraz

Claude

m

45/296

1623

+

Sevraz

Pirnon

m

45/23a

1623

+

m

54/289

1627

a murderer

broken on wheel

Perauld

burnt

naturalized

Porehet

Anthi

m

54/267

1627

a murderer

executed

Pachoud

Johannam

f

57/211

1629

+

to be executed

Parrier

Tenon

m

58/36

1629

+

to be executed

Pelignaz

Jacques

m

58/160

1629

witchcraft

to be executed

Pelignaz

Jeanne

f

Peiper

Annam

f

58/110

1629

+

to be executed

Pethey

Frarn;:oise

f

57/385

+

to be executed

Pidinelli

Pierre

m

58/56

1629

+a fiend

to be executed

Sttibe Josseinen

m

69/230

1635

to be executed

Porchet

Fran~oise

f

75/3 10

1637

murderer
and thief
+

Sterchi

Barbara

f

74/3 JO

1637

Pidoux

Claudaz

f

82/4

1641

90 year witch

Pidoux

Jacques,
widower

m

82/4

1641

conflict due
to oath

to be executed
to be executed
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m

87/293

1643

master witch

Perret Bernette

f

88/67

1643

attending
conventicles

Perret Estina

f

88/245

1643

+

PiguetJudith

f

88/1

1643

+

Parroud

Georges

to be executed

Prevenaz

Isaac

m

88/221.254 1643

atheist (Jewish?)

Prevot

Pernet

f

88/95

1643

suspect of witchcraft

Echod

Blaisette

f

89/284

1644

Weicherderberin

Perroz

Frangoise

f

89/284

1644

Weichwerberin

executed

Pictet

Aymaz

f

90/37

1644

*

to be
executed

Presses

Claudes

f

89/144

1644

+

executed

Perray

Marie

f

92/140

1645

*

to be
executed

Perretet

Jeanne

f

96/250

1647

+

to be
burned

100/297

1648

+

Esvalet

?

Perrin

Jaques

m

99/107

1648

due to crime

Piot

Susana

w

98/50

1648

murder of infant

Portenier

Sara

f

99/9

1648

for neck iron
(Jewish?)

Schwytzer

Anna

f

99/131

1648

Eicher

Anna

f

104/42.87 1649
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to be
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to be
banned
suspect of
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convicted/
pardon

Perdillon

?

103/148

1649

loudmouthed

Perser

f

103/55

1649

a crying o ne banished

m

104/40s

1649

satani c signs

Prendleloup

m

102/353
103/277

1649

Prinnaz

?

103.23. 157 1649

banished

Schneideri n

f

102/36 1

1649

inheritance
issue

f

104/16

1649

Senarclens , de

?

102/288352 1649

Besson

Susanne

f

127/184

Harnisch

Claude

m

C/1 11.488 74 1658

Pithord

Marie

f

144/57

1662

Pochet

Anth oine

m

147/50

1663

suspect of
witchcraft

Passy

Claude

m

153

1666

*

?

153/170

1666

f

153/68

1666

Pirolet

T homas

Scholl

Anna

Pilloud
Pithon

Anthone

1657

inheritance of
the executed

prostitute

to be banished
escaped's inherit.

*

to be executed

blasphemy

executed
beheaded

banished

* =witch

+ = unhold , unholdin ; means devilish, witch like, conjurer

74

Amterbuch Schwarzenburg; see Paul Hostettler, "Tiiufertum im Grenzbegiet
zwischen deutscher und welscher Schweiz und seine waldensischen Wurzeln ," (University Library Bern) 19-22.
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Fritz Zwicky
and the Search for Dark Matter
by Kurt Winkler

The study of astronomy greatly accelerated in the twentieth century.
Aided by many advances in technology that improved observations,
there has been an explosion of information about the cosmos, and scientists have had to review and overturn many long-held beliefs and assumptions about the universe. Among the most perplexing and enduring
questions has been the nature of a mysterious substance known as dark
matter. 1
This paper will discuss the life of the Swiss native, Fritz Zwicky,
and this article will present information in a linear fashion, starting with
some attention-grabbing information about Zwicky's knowledge of dark
matter and then lead to a discussion of his youth and some decisions
he made at that time, especially dealing with his education. This essay
will then describe some of Zwicky's personal relationships and how his
sometimes commanding and abrasive personality affected them. The
bulk of this article will deal with how Zwicky was ahead of his time in
the areas of astrophysics and the theory of dark matter.
In 1933 a young, brilliant, Swiss-American astronomer, Fritz
Zwicky, demonstrated that there must be a huge mass of some unseen
material in the universe that has had a great impact on the formation
and structure of galaxies. This discovery set in motion the quest to understand the nature of the substance and the search to identify it. In a
remarkable career, Zwicky made many other valuable scientific contributions, and he was one of the most important astronomers of the twen1

Recent studies on dark matter include : Richard Panek, The 4% Universe: Dark
Matter, Dark Energy and the Race to Discover the Rest of Reality (New York: Houghton
Mifflin, 201 1); Robert H. Sanders, The Dark Matter Problem: a Historical Persepctive
(Cambridge: Cambridge U., 2010); Particle Dark Matter: Observations, Models and
Searches Gianfranco Bertone , ed. (New York: Cambridge , 20 I0); and lain Nicolson, Dark
Side of the Universe: Dark Matter, Dark Energy, and the Fate of the Cosmos (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins , 2007).
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tieth century. Despite his contributions, he is often called, "the most
unrecognized genius of twentieth century astronomy." 2
Fritz Zwicky was born in Varna,Bulgaria, on February 14, 1898. His
father, Fridolin (1868-1944), was a Swiss national who was a successful
businessman in that city. Fritz's mother was the former Franziska Wrcek
(1871-1927), and she had Czech ancestry. The boy 's parents wanted their
son to have a Swiss upbringing, so they sent Fritz to live with his paternal
grandparents in Glarus at age six. Even though Zwicky lived for most of
his life in the United States, and his first wife was an American, he always
thought of himself as Swiss. However, he also admitted that his family
had international connections because his one brother, Rudolf, married an
Austrian, and his one sister, Leonie, married a Bulgarian.3
Initially, Zwicky did not apply himself well as a student in secondary schools. "I must admit I did not try very hard at school, but I
still gained the best grades." 4 His friend and classmate, Jakob Stahli ,
confirmed that Zwicky did well, "Fritz Zwicky was the most intelligent
and knew more than any of us. He excelled in every subject. ... He was
fascinated by physics, a subject to which he was to dedicated his whole
life ." Stahli further admitted that, "Zwicky simply excelled without
even trying. He was well liked by all his fellow pupils." Another school
friend, Hans Hefti, also had a high opinion of Zwicky, "He was excellent, very clever. He helped others who were not as gifted as himself,
for example in maths, physics and even languages. He did not just put
himself first. He was always ready to help anyone who had any sort of
difficulties. He was a great friend, could not be better." 5
At age fifteen, Zwicky took the entrance examinations for the Zurich technical college (Jndustrieschule), and he excelled in most subjects, but he had to retake the English test to get a better score.6 The

2
The most comprehensive biography of Zwicky is Roland MUiier, Fritz Zwicky:
Leben und Werk des grossen Schweizer Astrophysikers, Raketenforschers und Morphologen (1898-1974) (Glarus: Baeschlin , 1986) . A shorter version of this book in English is
Alfred Stockli and Roland MUiier, Fritz Zwicky: an extraordinary Astrophysicist (Cambridge: Cambridge Scientific , 2011 ). Hereafter cited as Stockli . See also, Tricia Close ,
"Lunatic on a Mountain: Fritz Zwicky and the Early History of Dark Matter" (master's
thesis, Saint Mary's University, 200 I) .
3
Zwicky as cited in Stockli, Zwicky, p. 4.
4
Ibid.
5
Stiihli and Hefti as cited in Stockli, pp . 7-9; and MUiier, Zwicky, pp. 24-26 .
pp . 12-13 , and MUiler,
Published by6 Stockli,
BYU ScholarsArchive,
2014 p. 30.
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Figure 1. Glarus about 1900. Courtesy: Wikicommons.

technical college was the oldest and had the reputation as the toughest
middle school (Mittelschule) in Switzerland, but Zwicky's accomplishments there were most impressive. At the completion of his studies, he
tested in fourteen subjects. He scored 82.5 points out of a possible 84. He
was told that in the 150 years of the school's existence, no one had ever
come close to that score. This accomplishment miffed Zwicky, "I never
could understand where these good grades came from as I made far less
effort than my friends." He clearly had mental gifts, and he would show
that he was a remarkably innovative and original thinker as well. 7
Zwicky entered the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
(Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule Zurich) in 1916. Also known as
the ETH, the Federal Institute of Technology was and still remains one
of the most prestigious technical universities in the world. The young
scholar took his final examinations in 1920. The highest possible grade
was 6, and Zwicky achieved 5.45. In contrast, Albert Einstein took his
final examinations at the ETH twenty years earlier and only attained a
final grade of 4.91. Passing was believed to be about 5 or close to it.
7
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Einstein had barely squeaked by, but Zwicky had excelled. 8 Zwicky's
dissertation was "On the Theory of Heteropolar Crystals (Zur Theorie
der Heteropolaren Kristalle), which dealt with unlike polar chemical
bonds in crystals. He completed the work in 1922, and he was awarded
his Doctor of Science degree (Dr.sc.nat) in the same year. 9
As an avid mountaineer, Zwicky had a love for climbing. He loved
the workout, the view of nature, the escape from daily routine , and the
sense of adventure. Early in his life, he climbed in the mountains near
Glarus, but he soon looked for greater challenges. Frequently, he would
scale a peak taking the most challenging routes, and he would then ski
part way down on the glaciers often found on the mountain . He and his
associates even pioneered new routes in ascending many challenging
peaks. He and his friend, Tadeus Reichstein, who later won a Nobel
Prize in Physiology or Medicine, were the first to ascend the north face
of the Ruchenglarnish mountain in 1924. 10 Zwicky continued his love
of climbing long after he moved to the United States.
During the 1920s, Robert A. Millikan, who later won the Nobel
Prize for Physics, was trying to attract an impressive physics faculty at the California Institute of Technology (Caltech) in Pasadena ,
California. He was aided in this effort by the Rockefeller Foundation that was granting funds for foreign scientists to come to various
countries. In all, the foundation offered 135 fellowships, and a third
of these scholars came to the United States. This was only the beginning of a flood of 1,800 scientists who came to North America from
1933 to 1938. 11
Zwicky worked as an assistant in the Physics Institute of the ETH
from 1921 to 1925, but he soon came to the United States. When Professor Augustus Trowbridge and Wickliffe Rose of the Rockefeller Foundation came to visit Switzerland, Zwicky served as their guide. They
were impressed and soon asked him if he was interested in further studies in America. He jumped at the chance. The visitors asked him where
8
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he would like to study, and the Swiss physicist responded, "Where there
are mountains" (Wo es Berge gibt). 12
The three men soon agreed that the California Institute of Technology (Caltech) in Pasadena would be the most appropriate place for the
young scholar. Reportedly, when Zwicky arrived in Pasadena, he talked
with the esteemed American physicist, Robert A. Millikan, who won the
Nobel Prize in Physics in 1923, and asked , "Where are the mountains
for climbing?" Millikan responded, "Can't you see them?" pointing to
Mount Wilson which is over 5,000 feet high. Zwicky was used to the
steep, high mountains of Switzerland, and he grunted, "Yes, I can see a
few foothills" (la, ich sehe einige Vorgebirge) .'3
In 1927, after two years at Caltech, the young physicist had
planned to return to Switzerland when he heard of his appointment to
the position of Assistant Professor in a dramatic fashion. He had attended a graduation ceremony, and he became uncomfortable because
he could not hear the speech by the university president, Robert A.
Millikan, from where he sat. Zwicky left the ceremony early, and he
learned that in his speech Millikan had nominated the Swiss physicist
as Assistant Professor only after he had packed his bags to leave. A
year later in 1928, Z wicky received an offer of employment from the
University of Zurich to assume the position of Associate Professor of
Theoretical Physics, a prestigious post held by Albert Einstein from
1909 to 1911. Zwicky did not reject the appointment outright, but
he made many demands on the conditions for employment which the
university was unwilling to meet. 14
The decision to remain at Caltech had many advantages for Zwicky.
He would have access to some of the most advanced astronomical viewing devices in the world at that institution, including the university-controlled one-hundred-inch Hooker telescope at Mount Wilson which had
been in operation since 1917 . The timing of Zwicky's decision was also
perfect because George Ellery Hale received a grant from the Rockefeller foundation in 1928 for six million dollars for the construction of
a two-hundred-inch Hale telescope on Mount Palomar that would also
be associated with Caltech. It was completed in 1948. Zwicky and some
of his colleagues soon turned from theoretical physics to astronomy and
12
13
14
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astrophysics in order to take advantage of the important opportunities
that these devices made available to them. 15
At the same time, Zwicky's social life was advancing, and he had
already kept up a lengthy correspondence with Rosli Streiff, the accomplished Swiss skier, who won two world championships and numerous awards for downhill skiing . The two had much in common. They
were both from Glarus, they were very athletic, and they loved skiing.
Years later Zwicky even had a ski jump, six meters high, constructed
near the observatory on Mount Palomar for his private use. 16 The letters between the astronomer and the skier show a concern for the life
and welfare of each other. Then Zwicky met Dorothy Vernon Gates , the
wealthy American socialite in October 1931, and they were married in
a private ceremony on March 25, 1932. Reportedly, Dorothy's wealth
helped fund the construction of the Palomar Observatory during the
Great Depression when money was tight. This could have been a factor
in Zwicky's attraction for her.
Two weeks after the wedding , the Swiss astronomer wrote an
apologetic letter to Streiff which seems to reveal that he still had strong
feelings for her and that he had some misgivings about his marriage.
He regretted that he would not be able to meet the skier in Switzerland
as they had planned . His marriage "caused both my wife and myself to
give up many things we enjoy doing; it would seem it's never easy."
He indicated that he almost longed for Streiff. "For me it is bitter irony
that I did not get to know you earlier, although we both grew up in
Glarus. I can only tell you that I have grown very fond of you through
your letters. I have always loved hearing from you, and your many successes have made me very proud of you." He asked her not to forget
him, "You can still remember me as a good friend and as a good Swiss
compatriot." 17
The newlyweds took their honeymoon in Switzerland where they
stayed for three months, and they visited Glarus. One of Zwicky 's
friends, Betty Vogel, lamented that his wife could not speak German,
and she was also no good at climbing mountains. Another friend,
15
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Jakob Stahli, thought Dorothy was little more than a spoiled American
woman. Dorothy could not have children, and as a Christian Scientist,
she rejected medical procedures for physical ailments. She refused to
undergo an operation to improve her chances of becoming a mother, and
the couple remained childless. They divorced in September 1941, but
they reportedly stayed on good terms , and Zwicky never said anything
negative about her. 18
After his divorce, Zwicky was free to renew his old friendship with
Rosli Streiff, and the two exchanged letters again. He soon changed his
form of address when writing to her from the formal "Sie" to the informal "du." He even closed one letter with the words , "and a kiss for
you." 19 At the end of World War II, when Zwicky went to Europe to
survey the German advances in rocketry, he also went to Zurich where
he met Streiff. Even though their correspondence continued after the
meeting, their friendship never fully developed into romance. By this
time , Streiff was in her mid forties , and the astronomer had an eye for
younger women.
In July 1947 , Zwicky was staying at a hotel in Thun, Switzerland,
when he met Margarit Zurcher who was working at the hotel. One of the
young ladies in the hotel office told her that there was a smart man in
the hotel who said we would fly to the moon someday. The idea struck
Margarit as ludicrous , and she laughed out loud . She then noticed that
Zwicky was sitting in the lobby of the hotel, and she apologized for her
recent mirth . He soon invited her to go hiking with him, and their relationship quickly deepened. They had known each other for three months
when they were married in October 1947 . At the time , she was eighteen,
and he was forty-nine. Zwicky wrote to Streiff in December to tell her
how happy he was with his young bride. The couple lived in Pasadena,
California, and they had three children, all daughters. 2°Fritz was known
as a good family man who always had time for his children.
Shortly before Zwicky found long-term employment at Caltech,
Edwin Hubble (1889-1953) made a profound discovery, which would
later impact the Swiss astronomer's work. Many scientists had long believed that the entire universe was found in the Milky Way galaxy, but
some objects remained unexplained. For example, some astronomers
18
19

20
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Figure 2. Fritz Zwicky in 1937 at the dome of the Schmidt Telescope Mount
Palomar. Courtesy: Baltimore Sun .

thought that faint objects, many of which had a swirling shape, were
simply a kind of nebulae or clouds of matter within our galaxy. They
had little idea of the actual nature of these celestial bodies, and they had
a limited knowledge of their distance from the earth. Using the Hooker
telescope, Hubble demonstrated that the nebulae in question were in
fact
composed
of thousands
of stars. He also measured the absolute
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luminosity of some of these stars which proved that they were located
far outside the Milky Way. In fact, Hubble argued, "for both nebulae
[he examined] the corresponding distance [from us] is about 285,000
parsecs" or 930,000 light years. This placed them far outside the Milky
Way's galactic plain, and thus he had proven that the universe was much
larger than our galaxy. 21 Even though many astronomers still referred to
them as nebula for decades, these objects were in fact huge galaxies in
their own right. This knowledge of the nature of the "nebulae" was an
essential feature in Zwicky's quest to understand them better.
The famous Swiss-American astronomer had started on one of
the most impressive careers in modern astrophysics. His interests were
wide, and he made many important contributions and discoveries. He
worked at Caltech for forty-one years, and he was an exacting lecturer who demanded the best from his students. One of his graduate students, Wolfgang Panofsky, gave a negative opinion of Zwicky whom
he called "the terror of all graduate students." Panofsky added that "He
was a terrible teacher, because he was so extremely orthodox and noninteracting."22 At times Zwicky had little patience with his students, and
he had the habit of mumbling to himself when he was writing formulas
on the blackboard. His students wondered if he was talking incoherently in his Swiss dialect, and they smuggled a Swiss national into the
lecture hall to translate. Zwicky's mumbling included such comments
as, "You stupid thickheads [Dummkopfe], you'll never understand this
anyway." 23
Working at Caltech with Walter Baade ( 1893-1960), the German
astronomer, Zwicky invented the term "supernova," 24 and the Swiss
astronomer eventually discovered 122 such celestial objects. Zwicky's
insights made him foresee the discovery of neutron stars and dwarf galaxies, and he argued that cosmic rays and neutron stars were related to
supernovae. He also supported the theories of gravitational lensing and
21
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the existence of black holes. At that time, he disagreed with the use of
the terms "black holes" because he thought they were not holes at all but
"objects of greatest compactness," which he called "objects Hades." 25
Overall, he published 562 academic articles, 10 books , and 2 star catalogs, and he held 50 patents. In several instances, he was so advanced
for his time that the veracity of his contributions has often only been
recognized after his death .26
Among Zwicky's most profound insights is the existence of dark
matter, an issue that is still unexplained and intrigues astronomers to
this day. In his first academic article published in 1928, Zwicky was
already thinking in terms of unseen or dark materials that help create
thermodynamic equilibrium among the stars, meaning that some indistinct substances must cause forces to be in balance. He argues that "the
existence of dust particles can be treated as an evaporation equilibrium," and he poses the question in parentheses that "(dark clouds [of
dust might be located] in interstellar space?)." 27 He soon expanded his
arguments dramatically on the existence of unseen materials in space,
when he argued that a considerable amount of unobserved mass must be
present to account for the gravitational equilibrium in galaxy clusters.
These measurements had to be consistent with an understanding of
how gravity functions in the universe. Isaac Newton formulated the universal law of gravity in 1687 in his masterpiece Principia Mathematica
in which he argues that all objects attract each other in relationship to
their mass and the distance between them. 28 Gravity, which is associated
with all objects containing mass in the universe, has long been used by
astronomers to explain and account for the movement of celestial bodies. The perceived discrepancies in the paths of stars and planets have
even led to the discovery of new previously unseen objects.
After William Herschel discovered Uranus in 1781, astronomers
noted that the orbit of the planet was not as expected according to the
accepted laws of gravity. Specifically, the radius of the orbit of Uranus
25
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seemed to be distorted. Another planet pulling on Uranus could account
for the discrepancy, and several scientists predicted the new planet's
location. This allowed Johann Gottfried Galle to look in the right place,
and he first observed Neptune in 1846.29 In a similar fashion, the motions of the stars Sirius and Procyon were long unexplained because
they appeared to wobble in their positions. Scientists realized that small,
dim companion stars they had not yet seen could account for the perturbations of the locations of the much larger stars. These theories were
confirmed when astronomers discovered Sirius Bin 1862 and Procyon's
small companion in 1896.30 These were theories that were proven by direct observation. Zwicky's ideas were much more challenging because
they were based on unseen and perhaps unseeable materials, and no
observations could verify their existence.
The Dutch astronomer, Jan Herndrik Oort, published an article in
1927 in which he stated that the velocity of some stars in the galaxy is
sufficient for them to escape the gravitational forces of the galaxy and
to fly off into space, implying that something unknown must be holding
them. 31 In 1932, Oort expanded the ideas of unseen interstellar dust to
which Zwicky had referred in 1928. Oort examined the motion of stars
above the plane of the Milky Way Galaxy, and he stated that the galaxy
should not be in equilibrium. To account for the stability of the Milky
Way, there must be about fifty percent more mass in the galaxy disk than
could be seen through the brightness of stars or illuminated matter. He
had no immediate explanation for this unseen material, and he called
the missing mass, "dark matter." 32
In his seminal paper on dark matter published in 1933, Zwicky expanded Oort's arguments beyond the stars of the Milky Way to include
29
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Figure 3. Coma Cluster. Courtesy: NASA.
measurements in intergalactic space. The Swiss astronomer turned his
attention to the Coma Cluster, which contains hundreds of galaxies and
is about three hundred light-years away, and he found every measurement he could on the motion of the galaxies in the cluster. He concentrated his effort on eight galaxies and noticed that the their velocities
should make the cluster fly apart unless something unseen was holding
it together, and Zwicky came up with some unexpected conclusions.
The observable material or illuminated matter (leuchtende Materie) of
these galaxies was insufficient to account for the cluster 's equilibrium.
Therefore, some material that could not be observed must be keeping
the cluster stable. "In case these [measurements] prove to be true, then
the surprising result must follow that dark matter [dunkle Materiel is
present in much greater density than illuminated matter." 33
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Zwicky concluded that the mass of the cluster would have to be
four hundred times greater than what the luminous matter or star light
indicated. Other astronomers later calculated that the mass of the dark
matter would only need to be fifty times larger than what could be directly observed to hold the cluster together. Even at this reduced proportion, the amount of unseen matter still had to be very large .34 In 1936
Sinclair Smith, who also worked at Caltech, published the first followup article to Zwicky's initial observation. This time Smith examined the
Virgo cluster of galaxies and measured their gravitation mass. He referred to the Swiss astronomer's research and presented similar findings
to the earlier study. Smith stated, "the view that the cluster possesses a
powerful gravitational field is strongly supported by the mean peculiar
velocity of cluster nebulae." 35
The validity of Zwicky's conclusions relating to unseen mass in
he Coma cluster clearly rested with the accuracy of his observations.
'ortunately for his continued investigations, the eighteen-inch Schmidt
!lescope, often called "Little Eye," was installed at Mount Palomar in
936, and Zwicky was given control of the instrument. Rated as one
f the most important advances in optics, the Schmidt telescope was a
.echnical advancement that greatly aided the Swiss astronomer. Zwicky
soon mastered the use of the device, and he employed it extensively to
~ather data for his further inquiries. He once bragged that only two peole in the history of science knew how to use a small telescope properly,
]alileo and himself. 36 In highly painstaking operations, he was often
able to make images of some very faint galaxies by using photographic
exposures from 30 to 60 minutes long. 37 In the attempt to answer additional questions and to clarify earlier theories, the Swiss astronomer
expanded his observations to include examinations of additional galactic clusters.
In 1937, Zwicky explored the question of how the actual masses
of galaxies in clusters could be measured best. In his general theory of
relativity, Albert Einstein had stated that mass bends light, or more cor34
35
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rectly, mass creates a warp in space-time which causes the light passing through it to change its direction. In one of the great discoveries in
cosmology, this effect was demonstrated in the 1919 solar eclipse when
measurements proved that the sun bent light from distant stars. In a
short article published in 1936, Einstein postulated that light bending
around stars could create a gravitational lens effect in which the more
distant object could be observed. But he stated, "Of course, there is no
hope of observing this phenomenon directly." 38
Zwicky greatly expanded this theory in the following year to include a discussion of distant galaxies. The Swiss astronomer argued that
the gravitational lens effect should be observable in galaxies, and this
effect could be used as a means of measuring mass. "The observation
of such gravitational lens effects promises to furnish us with the simplest and most accurate determination of nebular [galactic] masses ." 39
In 1979 this effect was confirmed by the observation of light from a
galaxy that bent around a nearer galaxy.
One of the most perplexing questions relating the movement of
galaxies and the existence of dark matter relates to physical laws and
how they operate at such distances and on such a huge scale. Principally, the question of how gravity functions in galactic clusters needed to
be understood to make sure that any measurement of the effects of dark
matter was correct. In this effort, Zwicky had to question the validity
of Isaac Newton's law of universal gravitation. The Swiss astronomer
states the problem succinctly, "Newton's law of the gravitational interactions of celestial bodies was originally derived from observations of
the motions of the moon and of the planets." He argues that clusters of
galaxies should obey the "forces identical with the gravitational forces
operating between the various components of the solar system." But he
is quick to add, "little or nothing has been done to prove the strict validity of this assertion." Through a careful examination of the location of
galaxies clusters and their radial velocity, spherical symmetry, and spacial distribution, Zwicky demonstrated that they were indeed following
Newton's law of universal gravitation. 40
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The discovery of the mass discrepancy in the Coma cluster was
at odds with Edwin Hubble's measurements because there had to be
more mass in the galaxies than he had argued. The difference should
have been addressed more carefully, but Hubble was in control of the
one-hundred-inch telescope on Mount Wilson, the most advanced astronomical instrument at the time, and he barred Zwicky from using it. The
reason for this oversight remains unclear. The Swiss astronomer long
believed that prejudice was involved, and that the American cosmologist held some kind of grudge against him. 4 1 As astronomer, Freeman
Dyson, stated, "Fritz Zwicky's radical ideas and pugnacious personality
brought him into frequent conflict with his colleagues at Caltech. They
considered him crazy and he considered them stupid."42
The Swiss astronomer had personality quirks and eccentricities
that tended to alienate people and make enemies. To demonstrate that
he was physically superior to the other professors at Caltech, he often
dropped to the floor of the cafeteria to do one-armed push ups, and
he challenged everyone else to outdo him. He would often intimidate
graduate students who walked by his office by calling to them, "who the
hell are you?" 43
Zwicky even turned on Walter Baade, his former collaborator, and
started to call him "the Nazi ." This was cruel and most unfair. Even
though the German astronomer was slow to apply for citizenship, he
had left his homeland before the Nazis came to power, and he had never
even served in the German Army. Ironically, Zwicky never became an
American citizen even though he worked in the United States over forty
years. The Swiss astronomer was often insulting to his colleagues, including Baade. Zwicky called them "spherical bastards," because "they
are bastards every way you look at them." The German astronomer was
a sensitive man who walked with a limp and spoke with a stutter, and
Zwicky's prodding made him fearful that the Swiss would become completely deranged and kill him. 44
41
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Zwicky lashed out at his enemies in print. Clarendon Press even
refused to publish an early draft of his book Morphological Astronomy explaining that "your attacks on other astronomers cannot be
tolerated." 45 The Swiss astronomer later wrote that he was the victim of
a conspiracy to keep him from doing adequate research. Even though
he had been a professor of physics and astrophysics since 1927, "I myself was allowed to use the 100-inch telescope only in 1948, after I
was fifty years of age, and the 200-inch telescope on Palomar Mountain
only after I was 54 years old." According to Zwicky, his lack of access
to the most advanced observational instruments allowed other astronomers to control information and to make serious errors. "E. P. Hubble,
W. Baade, and the sycophants among their young assistants were thus
in a position to doctor their observation data, to hide their shortcomings
and to make the majority of astronomers accept and believe in some of
their most prejudicial and erroneous presentations and interpretations of
facts." Furthermore, Hubble and Baade had reached, "glaringly incorrect conclusions."46 Zwicky published these accusations in 1971 long
after Hubble and Baade were dead, and when they could not respond to
his claims .
The use of an inferior telescope did not inhibit the Swiss astronomer from working on theories relating to the missing mass in the galactic clusters. He speculated that dark matter [might be] "incorporated in
nebulae in the form of cool and cold stars, macroscopic and microscopic
solid bodies, and gases." He added further, "we should expect a considerable number of stars, as well as matter in dispersed form from disrupted nebulae, to be scattered through the internebular spaces within
clusters. Sufficiently large amounts of internebular matter in clusters
might seriously change our estimates of the average value of nebular
masses." 47 Decades before the question of dark matter became a topic
of extensive scientific research and discussion, Zwicky had already set
the parameters of much of the debate.
When the larger 48-inch telescope, also known as the Schmidt
telescope, was completed on Mount Palomar in 1948, Zwicky was able
to make more precise observations on intergalactic materials. Yet the
45
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Figure 4. Hale Telescope Mount Palomar. Courtesy: NASA .
'iwiss astronomer had trouble getting acceptance for his initial findings
)n matter between galaxies. He stated that "the majority of astronomers
still seem to be mislead by Baade's statement that he does not believe
that experimental astronomers will accept the existence of intergalac:ic matter." But the issue went far beyond a difference of opinion, and
~wicky accused his colleagues of blocking the publication of his discov:ries. "My first reports in the 1940's, however, had been arbitrarily (and
1Iegally) censored by our observatory committee and withheld from pubcation in any of the regular American Journals." 48 He then went outside
f the United States to publish many of his initial findings on intergalactic
1atter. These articles first appeared in Swiss newspapers and in the joura l Experientia, which was published in Basel , Switzerland.49
Clearly, much of the evidence that Zwicky was argumentative and
accusatory comes from his own statements, but an accurate assessment
of his character must include an appraisal of hi s other activities. Even
though Zwicky never took US citizenship and was a national of neutral
48
49

Zwicky, "Catalogue," p. ix.
F. Zwicky, "Intergalactic Matter," Experientia 6 ( I 950): pp . 441-5.
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Switzerland, he used his scientific knowledge to help the Allied war
effort. He contributed to research on the development of jet engines,
and he also participated on the development of the atomic bomb. Additionally, he served as a military advisor to the United States, and he
wore the uniform of a colonel in the US Army at that time. At the end of
the war, he assessed the development of German rocketry, and he also
examined the damage done by the atomic bomb on Hiroshima. For his
work in aiding the United States during the war, Zwicky was given th(
prestigious "Commendation for Meritorious Civilian Service." 50
In 1949, the Swiss was also the first foreigner to be awarded the
Presidential Medal of Freedom, which is the highest award that can be
given to a civilian. The citation reads in part, "Dr. Zwicky distinguished
himself by meritorious service to the United States in the prosecution
of the war. ... He contributed immeasurably to Air Technical Intelligence. His initiative, remarkable linguistic abilities, broad knowledge
of physics and chemistry as pertains to the art of rocketry-together with
an outstanding ability to exploit foreign technology in rockets, guided
missiles and associated equipment for further utilization by the United
States, made his services most valuable in our war effort." 51
The Swiss astronomer had a strong social conscience. Following the Second World War, he created the Committee for Aid to WarStricken Scientific Libraries, Pasadena. He knew that many scientific
publications had been lost due to the ravages of the war in Europe, and
he tried to replace them. Zwicky had noticed that a large number of
scientific jourrials were routinely discarded after they had been examined. He contacted companies that often threw these period_icals away,
he made appeals to retired scientists, and he even wrote to widows and
relatives of deceased academics to see if they had any unwanted materials. Starting in 1947 and for the next ten years, he shipped roughly one
hundred tons of books and journals to Europe that were valued at about
$700,000. This effort clearly aided the academic recovery of Europe
after the war. 52 The Pesalozzi Foundation of America awarded him the
Silver Medal (1951) and later the Gold Medal (1953) for his humanitarian work. 53
5

o Stockli, pp. 90-7.
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The highest award Zwicky received for his work in astronomy
was the Gold Medal from the Royal Astronomical Society, which he received in 1972. The distinguished astronomer, Fred Hoyle, gave an address honoring Zwicky and outlining many of his contributions . In his
speech, Hoyle stated that the question of Dark Matter was a very important addition to scientific knowledge. "The dynamic energy of galaxies
is too large unless hidden mass is somehow present within the clusters.
This difficulty has not gone away with the passage of time. Quite the
contrary. Many clusters must be unbound unless hidden mass exists in
great quantity in some as yet unrecognized form." 54
The Swiss astronomer went into the hospital to have a routine hernia operation in February 1974. As his wife Margrit reported succinctly,
"My husband underwent a hernia operation . Everything went well. He
came home on Thursday, but on Friday morning [Feb. 8] he had a heart
attack and died in the evening." Zwicky had died six days shy of his
seventy-sixth birthday. 55
Zwicky lived a full life, and he made many contributions to humanity and to science , but he did not live long enough to see the full
impact of his ideas on the academic community. In the case of dark matter, he was too far ahead of his time, and for decades other astronomers
were too timid to take his findings seriously. However, he had presented
the evidence on the existence of unseen matter convincingly, and he
also effectively set the parameters for future investigations on the topic.
Cosmologists finally started taking the issue seriously in 1978, and the
question of dark matter, first introduced by Zwicky, remains one of the
greatest mysteries in astronomy.
- Provo, Utah

54
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Margrit Zwicky as cited in Stock Ii , 197 .
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Once a Swiss Winegrower Colony
Named CHABAG in Russia
Now a Modern Winegrowing Center
Called SHABO in the Ukraine
by Heidi Gander-Wolf

The above picture of Chabag was painted by Eugene Duffoug-Favre
in 1850, For many years he journeyed through Russia and also visited
Chabag , On December 14/26, 1851, he reported in a letter from Prokrovskoi to Alexandre Michaud that also contains this picture of Chabag:
I saw Odessa and parts of Bessarabia, amon g others also the
colony Chabag of which you possibly have heard people talking and of which I send you a bad picture, There the Tardents
of Vevey and other Vaudois are living; I spent some happy
moments there, drinking new wine and eating raisins ,1
1

Quoted in Heidi Gander-Wolf, Chabag, Schweizer Kolonie am Schwarzen Meer.
Di ssertation , University of Zurich (Lausanne: Multi-Office, 1974), p. I.
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1. Introduction

This sketch of the former Swiss wine-grower colony Chabag ,
existing from 1822 to 1940, briefly summarizes my doctoral dissertation and also makes use of older publications. It considers , furthermore ,
observations of Neil Ascherson about settlements on the northern coast
of the Black Sea and reports about the new developments that have
happened in Chabag during the last decade. It intends to highlight an
aspect of Swiss emigration to Russia, the colony's historical and cultural background at the time of its founding, and the context of other
settlements established in the region. It considers some main aspects of
the development of Chabag as well as the emergence of Shabo, the new
Wine-Cultural Center.
In general the hi story of Swiss emigration is not well known ,
except perhaps to regions of the present United States, in part also to
France, Canada, some Latin American countries, Australia, and Africa (in connection with missionary endeavors) . Only a few historically
minded people know of the emigration to Russia. It has been featured
especially by a group of young scholars, led by Professor Goehrke.
They published several special studies in the 1980s and 1990s while
the summary volume Schweizer im Zarenreich (1985) presents a valuable overview. 2 Earlier, MarionWeisbrod-Ziirer had featured the story
of Ziirichthal while my dissertation had explored that of Chabag. 3
The settlement was founded by winegrowers of the Swiss Canton Vaud near the northern coast of the Black Sea in Czarist Russia
at the mouth of the Dnjester River, situated some 70 miles east of the
port city Odessa, one of the Ukraine's large cities. Chabag emerged in
1822, lasted for five generations, but the descendants of the Swiss had
2
For a summary view of the Swiss presence in Russia see Carsten Goehrke , Roman
Biihler, Heidi Gander-Wolf, Urs Rauber, Gisela Tschudin, and Josef Vogeli, Schweizer
im Zarenreich. Zur Geschichte der Auswanderung nach Russland (Ziirich: Verlag Hans
Rohr, 1985). The research group, led by Professor Goehrke of the University of Zurich ,
has published some ten volumes about Swiss in Russia. For a discussion of the first five
volumes, see Leo Schelbert , "Swiss Migration to Imperial Russia: A Review Essay," in:
Essays in Russian and East European History. Festschrift in Honor of Edward C. Thaden,
Leo Schelbert and Nick Ceh, eds. (Bou lder, Colorado: East European Monographs , 1995),
pp. 181-195.
3
Marion Weisbrod-Biihler, Ziirichtal, eine Bauernkolonie in der Krim. Die Tragodie
der Amtler Auswanderer von 1803 (Affoltern am A Ibis, 1961 : http://www.forums9.ch/
Published
by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2014 I .htm); and Gander-Wolf, footnote I .
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to leave the village in 1940 and return to their "passport home country."
It was a sad and difficult event because Chabag, first part of Russia, then
Rumania, would always remain their "Daheim," their true home.
It seemed that all that the settlers had successfully built for five
generations had vanished into oblivion after World War Two. It had
become a walled-in Soviet military camp that lasted until the Ukraine
of which Chabag became a part, achieved its independence in 1991.
News from the village that had continued to be considered "home" by
the returners to Switzerland remained sparse, sad, and discouraging .
I am myself a descendant of the Chabag Swiss but was born after
World War II in Switzerland. How I still remember comments of my
grandmother and mother: "at home" apricots were sweeter, "at home"
the milk had more fat, "at home" watermelons were riper, "at home"
grapes tasted better. As a child I learned to live with that homesickness,
and I know from others that they had a si milar experience. The homesickness of our grandparents and parents and their stories about Russia
opened to us children a wholly other world that we could not share with
our Swiss playmates. At times the experience was enriching, at others
disconcerting. We hardly understood that homesickness since we did
not know the difference between life in Switzerland and the life of our
parents and grandparents in Ru ssia. We knew of it only through their
stories.
Today Shabo, its present name, has become fully accessible again.
One may visit it, and one is welcome. For our parents, however, the iron
curtain had made such a thing impossible.
The founding of the colony needs to be placed into a broader cultural and historical context. The history of the northern coast of the
Black Sea is a history of the coming and going of various peoples over
centuries if not millennia. The scholarly work of Neal Ascherson allows
one to grasp in broad outline the history of the region's settlements and
the various forms of cultural exchange among the various groups. 4
The area has a unique history of matriarchy and patriarchy, includes nomads and settlers, pastoralists and farmers, coming from
many diverse peoples; in short, it is a region not marked by the central power of a state, but an amalgam of cultural traditions. It raises
4
Neil Ascherson, Schwarzes Meer. Translated by H. Jochen BuBmann. suhrkamp
taschenbuch, st. 2844. Berlin: Suhrkamp , 1998 . English edition : Black Sea. The Birthplace of Civilization and Barbarism (London : Random House, 1995 , 2007).
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the question that Herodotus (484-425 BCE) had already asked, tht
question about civilization and what the Greeks haughtily labeled ai
barbarism, the question about cultural identity. Also the history oJ
the Swiss colony points to the issue. Although not raised explicitly, it
shaped the everyday life of the colony and formed an implied part of
its existence.
It was the Russian Tsarina Catherine II (1729-1796) who promoted settlements of Europeans, especially of Germans , in the southern
parts of Russia. She hoped that they would promote the Westernization
of the region, and she granted numerous freedoms to the settlers. 5 They
were guaranteed religious liberty, were freed from taxation for 30 years
as well as from military service, and could engage in unrestricted commerce and establish businesses. Also, the Swiss colony Chabag enjoyed
these privileges, except they enjoyed the freedom from taxation for only
ten years.
Each family received 60 Dessjatine (ca. 66 ha) land. It was
allotted the colonists as incontestable and permanent inheritable property, yet not in personal but communal ownership
by each colony. Therefore it could not be sold , changed, or
divided. The youngest son was to inherit the farm .... Not
before the Stolypine land law of 9 November 1906 was ownership of the commune abolished and private property introduced .6

2. Southern Russia as a Settlement Region
From the Th century BCE to the 4 th century CE, nomadic Scythians, a people of Iranian stock, inhabited the Pantie steppe lands north
of the Black Sea, formerly the homeland of the Cimmerians. For several centuries Scythians and Greeks culturally intertwined. From the
4th century on, first the Sarmati, then the Goths, who were followed
by the Huns, settled in the region, the latter being especially violent
and destructive. In the 8th century, the Chasars founded an independent
Khaganat and were important allies of the Byzantine Empire . Between

5

Stumpp , Karl. The Emigration from Germany to Russia in the Years 1763 to 1862
(Lincoln , Nebraska, 1993); especially thorough on the settlements of Bessarabia.
6
Ernst Zeugin , Prattler Auswanderer im Osten Europas. Prattler Heimatschriften
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the 11 'h and l 3th centuries, Turkic speaking nomads known as Cumans
occupied the Pontic steppe. They were followed by the Mongolian
Tatars, the Golden Horde, and peopled the Crimea from their 15 th century emergence until 1944 when they were deported under Soviet rule.
Sarai on the middle Volga River had been their capital. After the fall of
Constantinople in 1453 the Ottoman Empire reached the northern coast
of the Black Sea as well. The Crimean Tatars who had converted to
Islam became an integral part of the Empire and the Khanate endured
until 1783 when Catharine II had the region conquered for Russia. Thus
for centuries the area was marked by change, conquests, expulsion, and
new beginnings. At times, however, commercial routes were relatively
safe. The Scythians, for instance, engaged in trade, and Greek colonies
were established in the region. The maritime silk road of the lucrative
trade with Chinese silks also reached the east coast of the Black sea.
The ensuing trade involved constant exchange , and besides merchants
and traders also pilgrims, monks, soldiers, and scholars traveled the
road.
The grasslands of the Pon tic steppe cover some 4,000 square miles
and reach from the Volga to the Carpathian Mountains. They provided
feed for the horses and cattle of nomadic peoples and later were used
for the growing of excellent wheat. Ships from Mycenae carried goods
such as pottery, finely hammered swords and daggers in exchange for
dried or salted fish, and Greek and Ionian vessels plied the seas between
the Greek city-states and settlements on the northern coast of the Black
Sea to carry back foodstuffs in exchange for Greek artisan goods .
In the view of Neal Ascherson, the northern coast of the Black
Sea has been one of the oldest regions where fundamentally different
cultures met and that the Greeks haughtily labeled Barbarian. It was
perhaps a first "colonial" encounter for people of the West, in that otherness fundamentally challenged the invaders' cultural identity and led
them to view difference as inferiority. 7
The issues as defined already by Herodotus (484-425 BCE) would
remain and continue to define the encounter with cultural otherness. In
the Western conquests of the Americas and the 19th century colonial
domination of Africa, India, and regions of Southeast Asia, it would
serve as justification and would also intensify nationalist competition
7

Ascherson , Schwarzes Meer, p. 19.
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among the colonizing Western nations. The pseudo-distinction between
civilized and "natural and spontaneous" cultural traits would define
relationships and turn conquest and extermination into "necessities" of
cultural mission.
In the former winegrower colony of Chabag begun by people from
Canton Vaud, such questions were hardly discussed (nor had they been
some 2,000 years before by the ancient Greek colonists) . They were
lived instead, seeking practical solutions based on economic activity
such as the selling of fish , the exchange of plots negotiated with officials or neighbors or for purchasing of tree trunks for the building of a
church . Life was marked not by keeping separate, but by ethnic mixing .
The legal order was local or a matter of the province , not of legalistic
central regulation until 1871 when the laws of the Russian State became
all encompassing. Thus the Swiss settlers had been able to evolve their
identity on the basis of the local system and prospered by cultivating
land that previously had been used but marginally. They understood
themselves also as Russians, Germans, and French, thus assuming multiple identities though within the European orbit.
3. The Emergence of the Winegrower Colony
From the Canton Vaud
It was the policy of Catherine II that initiated the emergence of
numerous colonies in southern Russia and the Crimea. The area had
been wrested from the Ottoman Empire in the Russo-Turkish war of
1768-1774. In 1794 the city of Odessa was founded by a decree
of the Empress where since 1440 a small Tatar village had existed.
Alexander I ( 1777-1825) continued Catherine's colonial policy, and
potential settlers were carefully selected. They had to own at least 300
gulden, and no more than 150 to 200 families were permitted to arrive
annually.
The Swiss colony Chabag was founded in 1822 near the mouth of
the Dnjestr River on the Black Sea by the botanist Louis Vincent Tardent (1778-1836) of Ormont Dessous, Canton Vaud. Before him Jean
Jacques Dufour (1767-1827) had followed his youthful dream of founding a winegrower colony, yet not in the European Southeast but across
the Atlantic. In 1799 he started a vineyard in Kentucky that failed, but
he tried again and in 1802 he founded with his brother Daniel the wine-
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grower colony Vevay on the Ohio in Indiana. 8 In turn, Tardent and his
people preferred a move to Russia. It was closer, visits at home over
land were easier than the long and dangerous voyage across the ocean,
and the conditions offered were attractive. Initially the settlement was
to be called Helvetianopolis and the prospective emigrants asked the
Canton 's Large Council for support which, however, was denied on 5
July 1820. Possibly Louis Tardent also had contacts with Frederic de la
Harpe (1754-1838) who had been the tutor of Tsar Alexander I and was
later active in Vaudois and Swiss politics .9 With Louis Vincent Tardent
he was also listed in the membership list of the Swiss Society of Natural
Sciences, founded in 1815, as was Louis de Saloz (1822-1859) , later a
veterinary in Odessa. These contacts of Tardent, perhaps also the founding of Vevay by the Dufours in the Unites States, may explain the planning of another winegrower colony abroad. On 22 December 1819, de
La Harpe wrote to Tsar Alexander I:
Mr. de Saloz has informed me that there were very neglected
vineyards in Bessarabia. Winegrowers of our country are asking whether the Government would be inclined to deal with
them concerning their cultivation. They referred me to the
signer of the note [of inquiry] whom I know as a botanist.
Without details about the project, I am not able to respond .
But since he [Tardent] had spoken of sending their proposition to General Bachmetief and who , he tells me, is the Governor of those lands, I felt obliged encouraging him to write
to the latter. 10

On 18 June 1822, five men signed an agreement in Vevey that they
had registered by a notary and which gives details about the planned emigration. The signatories are Louis Vincent Tardent of Ormond Dessous;
Jean Louis Guerry, town councilor of Chexbres; Jacob Samuel Chevalley,
8

See Leo Schelbert, America Experienced (Rockport, Maine: Picton Press, 2004),
pp . 239-254 , for documentary detail; also Stuart S. Sprague, "Pioneer Winemaker of the
West: John James Dufour of Switzerland, Kentucky, and Indiana," SAHS Newsletter 19,2
(1983): pp . 26-39; and Perret Dufour, The Swiss Settlement of Switzerland County, Indiana (Indianapolis: Indiana Historical Collections, 1925).
9
On de La Harpe see J.C. Biaudet, M.-C. Jequier, ed. , Correspondance de Frederic-Cesar de La Harpe sous la Republique helvetique, 4 vol., 1982-2004 - M .-C. Jequier, "Frederic-Cesar de La Harpe: une vie au service de la liberte", in Revue historique
vaudoise 107 ( 1999): pp. 5-27.
1
°Cited in Gander-Wolf, Chabag, p. 40 .
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citizen of Rivaz; Jean Caspar Meyer of Aigle, member of the Corporation Vaudoise; and Charles Auguste GrandJean, citizen of Buttes, Canton
Neuchatel. Later other families were joining the colony as well as Swiss
and Germans of already existing German colonies of Bessarabia.
At the end of 1820 Tardent travelled to Odessa and Chabag in
order to get to know the region and to be able to report reliable detaisl
about conditions on his return . In the fall of 1821 he wrote a letter to
those willing to emigrate that they should get on the way in order to be
able to do the spring planting in the Russian fields . But the potential
emigrants hesitated, wanting Tardent first to return and to give his account in person. In the fall of 1822, a first group of 30 people went on
the way. They traveled via the Bukovina, a historical region of central
Europe located between the Ukraine and Rumania, reached Kishinev,
the capital of Bessarabia (and of present-day Moldova) and received
the government's support. General Insov, in charge of the settlement
process, is reported as having been most helpful. As Tardent observed
in a letter of 26 June 1823 to his lady benefactor in Vevey, in the harsh
winter of 1822/23 the newcomers had been well housed with families in
the town of Akkerman.

4. Chabag's Development
Although initial difficulties , illness , and deaths marked the first
half century of the colony, it began to prosper. In 1971 my husband and
were able to photograph the "Rapports," a kind of community books
that were kept in the Krajevetschesky museum in Bjelgorod Dnjestrovsky (Akkerman). Under difficult circumstances we then were able
to take the copies to Switzerland. Although 40 years have passed since ,
I am thankful still today to Jeanna Mosolova and Mr. Krivolap for their
help. Those valuable sources highlight an aspect of Swiss emigration
history and allow the reconstruction of Chabag's development. They
also identify issues the immigrants had to face, such as the allocation
of land, the dealing with thievery and, although rather rarely, the bad
behavior of fellow settlers. Although an official settlement committee
chaired by General Insov was charged with the placement of the arriving farmers and winegrowers, in many respects the immigrants could
make decisions by themselves . It appears that especially in the early
years Vincent Louis Tardent had been their decisive voice . The books
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indicate also that the settlement had not been able to fill the quota of 120
settlers, and thus was obliged to return some of the allotted land. The
French-speaking immigrants also had to accept German-speaking Swiss
and people of German nationality. While during the first decades the entries in the communal record were made in French, after 1860 they were
entered increasingly in Russian. In 1874 military service also became
obligatory and, as Andre Anselm claimed in the centennial anniversary
book, they did it honorably:
We know on the basis of reports that the Swiss colonists did
their service as well as other subjects of his majesty, distinguishing themselves as their ancestors had by loyalty and
faithfulness to their given oath .11

After 1874, the administration of Chabag was like that of other
Russian communities and the settlement flourished. In 1892, it founded
the daughter colony Osnova on the banks of the Dnjeper and somewhat
later New Chabag on the Crimean Peninsula. 12 Conditions for a prosperous development had been given such as good soil, and the port Odessa
was in easy reach for exports.
Several families had become
well to do. At the World's Columbian Exposition held in Chicago
in 1893 13 even wine from Chabag
was displayed, and Louis Gander received a medal of recognition .14

Figure 2. Louis Ganders· Medal
awarded in recognition of Chabag Wine , World's Columbian
Exposition, 1893, Chicago.

11

Andre Anselm, La colonie suisse de Chabag (Cetatea Alba 1925) , p. 69.
Jbid. , p. 70 .
13
The exhibit opened on May l , 1893 , and attracted over 26 million visitors. For
a study see Perry Duis , Chicago: Creating New Traditions (Chicago: Chicago Historical
Society, 1976).
12
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Figure 3. Costumed Chabag Singing Group.

Families of Chabag were able to build small vacation homes on
the shores of the Black Sea, and some sent their children for a time
to school in Switzerland. A rich social life developed, based on associations that promoted singing, playing, and hunting. Even traditional
Swiss costumes and the hand-harmonica were popular.
Secondary schools of the prosperous German colonies were accessible also to the youth of Chabag. Relations with the surrounding communities were good and employment positions available, especially for
farmhands and maids who were generally well treated. One ate at the
same table the same local foods and spoke Russian, since 1870 the official language , but communal efforts were also made to preserve French
and German. The people of Chabag were further interested in getting
good pastors and teachers from Switzerland, at times with good success.
They worked together on projects such as the establishment of a mill, an
oil press, a fruit store, and a cheese factory. In 1843, for instance, large
quantities of wine and fruits were brought to Odessa where the Greek
merchant Stamaki sold the produce on the market. Chabag's people also
produced champagne, hard liquor, and tobacco. 14
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Figure 4. The Protestant Church of Chabag.

The building of a church had been planned from the start. In the
beginning, however, the colony was under the tutelage of the Lutheran
parish of Grossliebenthal near Odessa. The building of a church was
achieved with the special effort of Pastor Frarn;ois Louis Bugnion
(1822-1880) from Belmont, Canton Yaud, and completed in 1843 at
the cost of some 3000 rubel. Support from Switzerland which he had
collected as well as a fort unate circumstance allowed the building of a
church by making excellent lumber from Carpathian fir trees available.
They had been destined for shipbuilding in Odessa, but the transport
ship capsized. The owner was ready to sell the lumber to the people of
Chabag who had helped getting it to the shore and could purchase it at
an affordable price.15 The building made of wood, stone , and tiles was
consecrated on 3 October 1847. The steeple was adorned by a cross as
well as a rooster, the latter being customary for Protestant houses of
worsh ip.
After World War I, Chabag's political and economic situation
changed significantly. The region had become part of Rumania . The
borders to Russia were closed as well as access to the port city of
Odessa. Now products had to be brought to Galatz, Braila, or Reni, and
14
15

Anselm, Chabag , pp . 5 1-52.
Ibid. 59.
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Rumanian became the official language as well as of schooling. Onl)
the kindergarten was still using French.

5. The End of the Swiss Colony Chabag, June 28, 1940
"Then came World War II and ruined everything," the people of
Chabag would later declare. Russia had adopted a new political system,
and people were forced to give up all they had built over generations.
Abruptly, Chabag's people had to leave, "and within 24 hours we lost
everything," they would say over and over again. The Swiss embassy
had sent a telegram to Georges Girod, its representative who resided
in Chabag, that on June 27, 1940, Bessarabia, a part of Rumania, had
again become part of Russia. It meant the end of the German colonies
of Bessarabia, including Chabag. The settlers moved with horse and
wagon to Akkerman where the district prefect M. M . Stratan requisitioned a train compartment for them. David Besson wrote:
Finally, at two o ' clock in the afternoon, the train begins to
move. One still hears the ringing of the cathedral bells. On the
top of the bell tower under the cross, the red flag fluttering in
the wind has been raised. The Russian Army of occupation enters Cetatea-Alba [Bilhorod-Dnistrovskyi] .16

Almost all inhabitants of Chabag had left. The Church was not to
be used again for its proper purpose for more than a half century and
became sadly dilapidated. Individual initiative was replaced by the kolkhoz, by collective farming, as part of a planned economy. The quality
of wine suffered, and for those who remained, difficult times included
murders and decay.
But Chabag has continued to live on in the memory of the Chabag
people who had returned to Switzerland, especially at annual meetings
in Lausanne, the so-called Schaslick. The events were enlivened by the
sounds of the Balalaika, of French, Russian, and Rumanian, of marvelous Russian songs, and spiced also by the accustomed dishes.
Was Chabag a peaceful place of varied cultures and religious persuasions? It seems to have been a matter of course and not a topic of

16 David Besson, Resumee historique de Chabag (Lausanne: Imprimerie Georges
Conne,
1952),
p. I.
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discussion. The bells of the Orthodox Church also tolled, regardless
of persuasion. The difference between the outlook of French and German-speaking people was certainly real, but was generally mastered for
the sake of unity. For five generations, Chabag had been inhabited by
Swiss, but there was no chance ofreturning there. Like numerous places
abroad, Chabag had emerged as a "Switzerland somewhere else," and
had been well planned on the northern coast of the Black Sea as had
been the colonies of the Greeks and Romans centuries earlier. It was
symbolized by Greek amphora that were occasionally discovered in the
vineyards. In the 19th century, land on the shores of the Lake of Geneva
had become the most expensive in the whole of Europe , likely a reason for the otherwise voluntary move of the emigrants. But their return
had been in response to disaster. "Luckily we were able to go back to
Switzerland," the people of Chabag would often say gratefully. Yet they
also sorely missed what they had built up for generations, but had been
forced to leave.
6. The Wine-Culture Center SHABO Today

In 2003 , like a phoenix from the ashes , a new winegrowing
center 17 arose out of the Soviet kolkhoz at the site of the previous Swiss
colony. It is beautiful and large and it attracts some 30,000 visitors
annually. It was established by private initiative and generous investors and the owner, who lives in Chabag, hails from the Republic of
Georgia.
The vineyards of the impressive cultural wine center cover some
1,200 hectares , and produces 6,600 tons of grapes . In 2013, it made
77 ,442 hectoliters of wine and 94,340 hectoliters of liquor. In September 2012, the wine center invited political officials and winegrowers of
Canton Vaud, the Swiss ambassador in Kiev, EU-representatives, local
tourist agents, and descendants of the previous Swiss colony to a great
festival that commemorated 190 years of winegrowing in Shabo. A private airplane brought the Swiss guests to Odessa. All were impressed
by the size and beauty of the establishment, the generosity of the entrepreneurs, the hospitality provided, and the attention given to detail. The
descendants of Chabag are delighted that the village continues to flour17

http://shabo .ua/en/main
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Figure 5. The five
Georgian, Greek,
Turkish, Swiss, and
Soviet Columns at
the Museum en trance.
ish and that good wine is made again which in 2013 received speci al
recognition.
There is also an excellently designed museu m as part of the establishment that commemorates the history of Chabag and honors its winegrowers. The old wine cellar of the late winemakerThevenaz, where the
King of Rumania had tasted the wine, is now part of the cultural wine
center. At the museum 's entrance stand five columns: A Georgian Georgia is supposed to have been the oldest place of winemaking in the
world-a Greek, a Turkish, a Swiss, and a Soviet one. Despite freque nt
political change they are to symbolize the enduring millennia old history of viticulture on the northern shores of the Black Sea.
The dilapidated previous Protestant church is supposed to be ren ovated and become part of a larger cultural institution but will remain
free standing. A cornerstone was laid on October 18, 2013, and the plans
are promising.
The artist Hugo Schar and his wife lryna Schar have designed an d
are constructing the new and impressive Shabo cultural center. Besides
a museum, video center, and exhibition hall , they already have created a
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2014
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Figure 6. A planned new
Cultural Center at Shabo.
Dionysos-Fountain in honor of Louis Tardent and are working on establishing a convention hall that includes the previous Protestant church as
an integral part.
No fewer than about one thousand people are employed at the wine
center, wages are among the best in this part of the Ukraine, work clothes
are provided, and a day nursery has been established. The village now
counts about 10,000 people, many of whom work at the winery. One-

Figure 7. Gravel Path with Grave Stones Toward the Old Cemetery
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story cottages going back to the first settlers are still standing as well as
private wine cellars with barrel vaulting. New houses with several stories have been built and the roads improved. Before the old overgrown
and barely recognizable cemetery a memorial has been established that
consists of 20 white tombstones, ten on each side, that commemorate the
first settlers and may be reached by a clean and bordered gravel path .
7. Final Comments

For millennia the northern coastal lands of the Black Sea have
been meeting grounds of diverse peoples. From the Asian plains of the
East hailed nomadic or semi-nomadic groups: Sarmati , Goths, Huns,
Cumans, Tatars. Settlers on the northern coasts of the Black Sea came
mainly from the Middle East or West: Greeks, Romans, Persians, Syrians, Genoese . It was a coming and going based on good pastures, fertile grain fields, and commercial possibilities as well as on ousting and
superseding those who were already there . Political formations and
colonies emerged while cultural patterns intermingled and commercial
opportunities such as fishing beckoned. Among the numerous and diverse people of the 19 th century, some Swiss had also been attracted to
the region suited for winegrowing, yet their settlements are now history
but not forgotten. 18
Postscript

Throughout the ages, a succession of peoples and nations have
claimed the northern part of the Black Sea region where in the presentday southern Ukraine, the previous Swiss settlement Chabag has reemerged as Shabo. Now the area is again caught up in conflict. It is my
fervent wish that peaceful accommodation will emerge and that the new
Chabag/Shabo may further prosper in a region that is rich in natural
resources and offers people great opportunities for living .

18
I thank Leo Schelbert who invited me to submit this sketch , written in Hong
Kong, to the SAHS Review and who translated it from German into English. Our scholarly
exchange began in the fall semester of 1970 when he gave a lecture course at the University of Zurich . We also occasionally exchanged views about the structures and aspects of
human migrations that proved useful for my writing the history of Chabag, a history that
Publishedmy
byparents
BYU ScholarsArchive,
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and relatives as well
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Figure 8. Memorial Plaque of Chabag: "To the Memory of the Founders of the Swiss Colony Schabo and of Their Descendants Buried at this
Place 1822-1940."

Appendix:
Bibliographical Note on Swiss Eastward Migration
compiled by Leo Schelbert
Eastern Europe
Zeugin, Ernst. Prattler Auswanderer im Osten Europas. Pratteln: Druck und
Verlag Hans Muff. 2. Auflage, 1970.
_ _ _ _ . Das Ende einer Kolonisation im Osten Europas. Pratteln: Druck
und Verlag Hans Muff, 1970.
Hungary
Kovats, Antal Andras. Fern der Heimat, doch zu Hause: Die Schweizerkolonie in Ungarn 1867-1990. Dissertation, 2012. Saarbriicken: Siidwestdeutscher Verlag fiir Hochschulschriften, 2013.
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Russia
INTERNET:
http://www.hist.uzh.ch/oeg!RSA.html
An archival collection of the records of some 5,600 returners from
Russia after 1920, representing perhaps two-thirds of Swiss who had
migrated to Imperial Russia.
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The 2013 Swiss Referendum on
Executive Salary CAPS
and the Swiss Response to the
Current Global Economic Crisis
by Dwight Page
Switzerland has one of the world's most impressive economies.
Switzerland is an important and highly specialized international
financial centre with a heavy interest in trust banking. 1 In addition, the
economic integration of Switzerland into the European Union and the
world economy is exceptionally high. 2 A traditionally liberal political
and economic environment has made the development of this strong
financial centre possible. 3
1

Niklaus Blattner, "European Integration of the Swiss Financial Centre: A Summary of the Results," in European Integration and the Swiss Financial Centre, ed. Niklaus
Blattner (Zurich: Verlag Riiegger, 1993), p. 24.
2
Rolf Weder, "Swiss International Economic Relations: assessing a small and open
economy," in Switzerland and the European Union, ed. Clive H. Church (London: Routledge , 2007), p. 123.
3
Blattner, p. 24.
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There are clear historical and geographical reasons for Switzerland's economic prowess and prestige. It is obvious that the location
of the country played a major role in the early development of the
Swiss financial industry, especially the strategic positions of both Geneva and Basel on the map of central Europe. Situated as they are near
the headwaters of the river Rhine, these Swiss cities were important
entrepots for commerce and transport to the German cities in the north.
Commerce moving from south to north required trans-shipment via the
waters of the Rhine and this, in tum, meant a requirement for financing
by merchant banks . Exporters, that is, required immediate payment,
and final importers would not pay until the goods were received. Merchant bankers filled the inevitable time-gap and profited well for their
service. In this fashion, the Swiss merchant banks were able to take full
advantage of their strategic location because of the process of import
and re-export which the natural advantage of the Rhine artery gave
them.
It was from this circumstance that a powerful and influential merchant class developed fairly early in the history of Basel based upon the
practice of discounting trade bills, which made it possible for the exporter to get on with his own business of production and shipments. The
business of 'factoring' was an important part of the income of this merchant class from the Middle Ages until as late as the nineteenth century.
It is a long journey down the Rhine from Switzerland to the ultimate
destination in northern Europe , and this fact of geography provided not
only considerable income for bankers but an important pool of savings
to be available for investment.
The savings thus acquired by these astute Swiss bankers found
their way into France , Alsace , and Germany as well as to other parts
of Switzerland as loans . The merchant bankers of Basel and Geneva
were the respected and trusted intermediaries through which the savings
were transferred. Their financial sophistication had developed to such a
degree that they were able to secure their loans on a 'partial basis', i.e.
many Swiss merchant bankers could pool their loans to accommodate a
single borrower, thereby creating the historical forerunner of the modem debenture.
By the year 1840, Basel with a population of 24,000 had sixteen
active bankers performing the service of financial intermediation , transPublished
by BYU
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the savings, in this instance, were derived from 'own' sources, i.e. the
profits derived from commercial activity of the bankers.4
In addition, Switzerland has a long tradition of capital export. By
the eighteenth century, as domestic savings exceeded domestic spending, experienced Swiss financiers and governments were already actively engaged in international finance. The excess of Swiss domestic
savings was definitely an anomaly in Europe and was largely a result
of financially sound governments in the cantons and the towns. Such a
financial surplus was in marked contrast to the large financing needs of
many other European governments, resulting from continuous engagement in costly wars. Thus, over the centuries, despite its small size,
Switzerland became enormously important and even indispensable to
the governments of the French, Prussian, Austro-Hungarian, Italian and
Russian Empires.
However, although Switzerland had exported capital for centuries
to other European countries, it was not until the twentieth century that
it became a "safe haven" for foreign funds. After World War I, the currencies in Austria, Germany and Russia collapsed, and these financial
systems fell into disarray. Only the financial systems of the French,
Dutch, Belgian and British Empires remained stable at this tumultuous time . Europe had never known such financial chaos. The Prussian,
Austro-Hungarian and Russian Empires had been fabulously wealthy,
and in the wake of the war the displaced and dispossessed nobility from
these former imperial lands sought desperately to preserve their rapidly
evaporating wealth. Switzerland, having avoided hyperinflation during
the war and having been less affected by political unrest and turmoil
than the other European countries, became attractive as a safe depository for foreign funds during the 1920s and 1930s, and at this time in
history Swiss banks received foreign deposits on an unprecedented and
massive scale.5
These are the salient historical reasons for Switzerland's financial
fame and vital role as the banker to the world.
With such a superlative economic and corporate record, and with
so many Swiss so experienced in financial matters, it is understandable
4
W. Blackman, Swiss Banking in an International Context (New York: St. Martin's
Press, 1989), p. 3.
5
Benedicte Vibe Christensen, Switzerland's Role as an International Financial
(Washington: International Monetary Fund, I 986), p. 3.
Centre
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that the Swiss people would be concerned about the disparity among
incomes in their country. It was therefore decided to take the issue of the
recent proposed salary cap on executive pay to the table of the national
referendum. The date for this particular referendum was set for Sunday,
November 24, 2013 .6
The referendum campaign was spearheaded by the Swiss Socialist Party's youth wing, plus the Greens and trade unions. These groups
argued that it was time to clip the wings of the vastly overpaid corporate
executives, stressing the fact that an informal ratio of around 1: 12 was
the norm for Swiss salary ranges as late as 1998, before things went
awry.
The debate led to intense scrutiny of bosses' pay packages, which
the 1: 12 proponents said were an average 43 times higher in 2011 than
those at the bottom of the corporate ladder. Indeed, according to 2012
figures published by the campaigners, the then CEO of pharmaceutical
giant Novartis made 219 times the firm's lowest salary. At bank group
UBS, the lowest paid employee would have to work 194 years to make
the same amount the head of its investment banks raked in during a
twelve month period.
To hammer their message of financial fairness and equality home,
during the fall of 2013 the campaigners plastered Switzerland with posters showing a single hamburger next to a towering stack of a dozen,
reading: "Twelve times more salary, that's enough."
Ahead of the vote, critics of the utopian referendum issued stark
warnings that inscribing salary restrictions into Swiss law would make
the wealthy Alpine nation less competitive and break with the Swiss
tradition of limited official meddling in business. "Laissez-faire" has
always been the hallmark of capitalism and the free market system, and
these concerned business men intended that this tradition would remain
unaltered.
Specifically, on Saturday, November 23, 2013, the eve of the vote,
a number of leading global financial experts took their caveats to the
media, predicting disaster if the referendum were to succeed and executive pay in Switzerland were to be capped.

6
Under Switzerland's direct democratic system, campaigners can put any issue
to a plebiscite by collecting more than 100,000 signatures. Switzerland hosts a range of
on national issues
each year, grouped together on four different Sundays.
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Indian-American
journalist and
author, Fareed
Zakaria.
In particular, on that eventful and historic Saturday, the renowned
and distinguished Indian-American journalist and author Fareed Zak.aria
nade frequent appearances throughout the day on the CNN global news
1etwork. Moved by a sincere desire to help the Swiss Confederation
:o maintain its financial and economic stability and to achieve optimal
financial prosperity, Mr. Zak.aria made passionate appeals every hour to
the Swiss people and to world financial organizations in order to avoid
capping executive salaries in Switzerland. His advice was clearly informed by an impressive level of erudition and profound knowledge of
economic and business administration, as well as by years of experience
in the financial sector and government.7
Dr. Zak.aria's arguments, which exemplify the opinions of professors of business and finance, were essentially the following:

First, the Swiss should be proud of their famous and illustrious
~conomy. Switzerland has one of the lowest unemployment rates in the
7

Fareed Zakaria was born in Mumbai, Maharashtra, India, to a Muslim family. Dr.
'a karia attended the Cathedral and Jon Connon School in Mumbai. He received a Bachelor
f Arts from Yale University, where he was president of the Yale Political Union, editor-inhief of the Yale Political Monthly, a member of the Scroll and Key society, and a member
of the Party of the Right. He later earned a Doctor of Philosophy in Government from Harvard University in 1993, where he studied under Samuel P. Huntington and Stanley Hoffmann, as well as international relations theorist Robert Keohane. From 2000 to 20!0, he
was a columnist for Newsweek and editor of Newsweek International. In 20!0, he became
editor-at-large of Time . He is also a frequent commentator and author concerning issues related to international relations , trade, and American foreign policy. A deeply humanitarian
political philosopher, Dr. Zakaria strives with all his heart to help the community of nations
to achieve optimal political harmony and optimal economic prosperity.
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world, only 3%. In addition, the average salary in Switzerland is today
$82,000 per annum, 65% more than the average American salary.
Moreover, according to a recent OECD survey, there is no corruption in Swiss government, and Swiss government is totally transparent.
Hence, the Swiss have the greatest degree of trust in their government
of any nation on earth.
Finally, according to the distinguished Heritage Foundation Index of Economic Freedom, Switzerland is fifth in the world in terms
of economic freedom. Switzerland is one of the most business friendly
countries on earth, is number one in the world in its capacity to attract
foreign companies and top executive talent, and is number three in the
world in its ability to retain top talent.
The second part of Dr. Zakaria's televised address of November
23, 2013 consisted of an expression of deep sympathy with those Swiss
citizens who are concerned about the validity of the traditional free market system in the aftermath of the financial crisis of 2008.
Dr. Zakaria conceded that, whereas according to Reuters, in 1984
CEO's in Switzerland made six times as much as the lowest paid employee, today, in 2014, on the other hand, the average CEO in Switzerland earns 43 times as much as the bottom earner in his corporation.
Dr. Zakaria then proceeded to respectfully explain that, in order to
address these unjust disparities, some Swiss political groups had come
up with a well intentioned plan whereby top salaries in Switzerland
would be capped at twelve times those of bottom salaries in any given
firm. This proposal became known as the 12: 1 initiative.
Dr. Zakaria next explained to the international public that the matter had been taken to the Swiss nation at large for consultation, in a national referendum to be held the following day, Sunday, November 24,
2013. For those unfamiliar with Swiss law, Dr. Zakaria further clarified
that the votes on the salary caps were taking place because Swiss law
enshrines people power through regular national referenda, an admirable system which enable the Swiss people to truly participate directly
in the law making process.
The third segment of Dr. Zakaria's remarks was devoted to the
statement of a stern warning against the dangers of capping executive
salaries in Switzerland at the present time. Pleading with the Swiss peo-
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ple to think practically and advancing arguments which he believed to
be in the Swiss nation's best interest, Dr. Zakaria urged Swiss citizens
to use their heads rather than their hearts in this vital matter.
Thinking sensibly and pragmatically, Dr. Zakaria pointed out that,
right or wrong, the ill advised decision to cap top executive salaries
would inevitably induce wealthy and productive corporations currently
doing business in Switzerland to relocate elsewhere. He stressed adamantly that, by capping top executive salaries to a fraction of what the
market sets, you could be sure of a massive exodus of top talent and top
corporations from Switzerland to other countries. The loss of such a
substantial source of employment would obviously be a catastrophe for
Swiss workers and the Swiss economy.
Dr. Zakaria's admonitions were apparently not in vain, and the
Swiss people apparently got the message, for the following day, Sunday, November 24, 2013, Swiss voters massively rejected the proposal
to cap executive pay at twelve times the wage of a firm's lowest earner.
Two thirds voted against the measure. The plan met with especially stiff
opposition from Switzerland's business community and political right,
and their views clearly carried the day.
Conclusion
While not based on sound business judgment, the concerns of the
Swiss protesters in this affair do reveal widespread global concerns
about financial and economic inequality and problems in the wake of
the global financial catastrophe of 2008. Inside and outside Switzerland the country's economic relations with the European Union and the
world economy are seen as a crucial factor that determines the standard
of living in the country. For some, the country is already highly integrated economically with the rest of the world and thus h~rdly needs a
further dose of economic or even political integration in the European
Union. Others feel, however, that the country is losing out because of
its self-imposed exclusion from the European Union. They believe that
the country is not as integrated or open as it could be and claim that the
lack of global integration is putting a burden on the country's prosperity
md growth. 8
8

Weder, p. 99.
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Regions in Switzerland are in fact performing economically well in
many respects. They have high levels of GDP per capita and low unemployment rates, and some regions show impressive growth rates. In addition, Swiss regions have not been confronted with the challenges faced by
many similar regions in the OECD, such as limited access to services and
population decline due to ageing or emigration. Regional labour productivity growth still requires further policy attention by the Swiss government. In
order to improve regional economic performance, Switzerland introduced
the New Regional Policy (NRP) in 2008, following the 2002 OECD Territorial Review of Switzerland. The new NRP reflects a clear shift of focus
from infrastructure and financial assistance towards economic support for
the creation of value added to the regional economy. The positive impact
of the NRP can be increased through extended territorial coverage, intercantonal co-operation, and co-ordination of sectoral policies.
Finally, it is recommended that a division of roles should be
achieved in the implementation of regional innovation policies throughout the Swiss Confederation, with the federal level funding research and
technology transfer on a country-wide basis, and cantons providing innovation support according to functional areas. Despite some weakening
in the 1990s, partly due to sluggish trend growth, the Swiss innovation
performance has been very strong. There are, however, areas in which
policy reforms could strengthen innovation further and help Switzerland
maintain its lead in the face of a changing global environment. Boosting competition, simplifying administrative burdens and reforming the
bankruptcy law would go a long way towards stimulating the innovativeness of small Swiss enterprises in sheltered services sectors, which
becomes more crucial to sustaining high domestic innovation in a context
where large firms are increasingly mobile. Regarding innovation-specific
policies, budget spending priorities on education and research should be
better protected and more resources devoted to bridge the gap between
fundamental research and the market, especially through the activities of
the Commission for Technology and Innovation.
Thus, while some Swiss citizens may be disillusioned by the defeat of the referendum on salary caps of November 24th, 2013, it remains clear that many good people and many experts in economics and
finance are working to insure that Switzerland's economic and financial
future will be bright.
- Bryan College
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Book Reviews
Church, Clive H. and Head, Randolph. A Concise History of
Switzerland (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2013). ISBN
978-0-521-14382-0 Cloth: $72.00. Paperback: $27.99.
Writing an accurate history of Switzerland has often proven a
challenge for authors. To understate the task, it is monumental. How
does one try to distill over 900 years of history into one volume?
How does one explain the complex political systems, the linguistic
challenges and the cultural uniqueness that makes one Swiss? In the
past Edgar Bonjour, J Murray Luck, Jonathan Steinberg attempted to
answer these questions. There have also been other books that never
move beyond rehashing the traditional ideas, views or stereotypes of
previous works. The most recent attempt to explain the history of the
Helvetian Confederation is A Concise History of Switzerland authored
by Clive H. Church and Randolph C . Head.
A Concise History of Switzerland does a very good job of taking
the traditional narrative that many are familiar with: the pre-historic
people, the arrival of the Romans, William Tell, Hapsburg's domination and overthrow, Religion and its impact, Economics and the role
that Switzerland played in the growing global economy, etc and puts
a new interpretation on these events. The authors take as their main
question why is a nation, located in the geographic heart of Europe, so
overlooked in the modern scholarship? Refreshingly scant attention is
given to the traditional stereotypes of cheese, chocolate and Heidi. In
their place is a well researched, organized, and written book detailing
the rise and seemingly rise of Switzerland.
The authors succeed in breaking down Swiss history into manageable time periods, which permit the reader to see the connections
within each period, but also allow for connections to be made between
the periods. As expected, much ink is spent on the religious changes
in the Confederation . The discussion which is covered in Chapter 3
explains the major players well and more importantly their role in the
growing confederation of cantons and also their importance in Europe
in general.
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Another well-written subject is the discussion of World Wars I and II.
The traditional narrative of this period has been one of heroic resistance against very difficult odds, or the counter point of abject appeasement especially in the Second World War. Church and Head manage
to walk the tightrope without apologizing for the actions of the Swiss
in the two wars, but also attempt to explain why some of their actions
were necessary face to face with the Allied and Axis powers. They
also adequately discuss Jewish bank account questions without falling
into canned arguments or conclusions.
The section that needed more is in Chapter 6 titled "Forging the
New Nation , 1848-1914." The section about the Swiss Civil War is
only three pages . It is understood that the Civil War is a major situation in Swiss history, albeit brief and without many causalities. A
greater discussion on rationale, tactics, and the build up to the war
could have strengthened this chapter on the war.
A discussion of social events, such as athletics clubs which proliferate through the nation , service organizations or other clubs, could
have humanized the latter chapters especially. Understanding the difficulty of incorporating individual anecdotes into a broad survey of
a nation's history, their inclusion would have enlivened the text and
personalized the chapters.
Church and Head have succeeded in attempting to write a single volume history of one of the most complex areas of the world
to understand. Not only have they written this for the lover of Swiss
history, who will find the vast majority of the book engaging, but the
novice in Swiss history, who known nothing more than chocolate,
cheese, and the Alps, will enjoy reading this well-written book.

Rob Sherwood
Georgia Military College
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Janin, Hunt, with Ursula Carlson. Mercenaries in Medieval and Renaissance Europe (Jefferson, North Carolina and London: McFarland and Company, 2013) 220pp. softcover, $39.95. Kindle $14.99.
Janin has written on a range of subjects, including medieval
history, while Carlson is an emerita professor at Western Nevada
College. Their thesis is that little scholarly attention has been focused
on mercenary soldiers in medieval and renaissance Europe, roughly the
eighth to seventeenth centuries, so their study uses many contemporary
accounts to present a mosaic of vignettes to highlight the era's events,
employers, and paid professional soldiers. While sources are cited in
the endnotes per the norm, parenthetically embedded notes in the text
to explain even the most basic points of military terminology and history confirm this is an introductory work most likely intended to supplement textbooks for high school or undergrad level survey courses.
The authors state that war was the central fact of life and political
power in a society organized for fighting. Military doctrine was inspired by the fourth century Roman, Vegetius, whose writings included
rules for sieges, admonitions for discipline, and aphorisms like 'everything is difficult before you try it.' Military service was based on personal ties between lord and subject and land holding. Armies usually
had a core of skilled knights and their household retainers, low skilled
local militia fulfilling feudal obligations, and professional mercenaries
usually hired for the duration of a campaign. In classical Latin 'mercenarius' means 'hireling,' which had negative connotations due to the
biblical depiction of hired shepherds caring little for their flocks.
Sources indicate, not surprisingly, that mercenaries were usually
adventurous or desperate young men with little to lose and much to
gain . Some rose to fame as members of the Varangian Guard of the
Byzantine Empire or the 'condottieri' (free companies) that devastated
fourteenth century Italy. They were expensive to hire and dangerous
to fire in a time when it was difficult to tell the difference between
noble knights and cutthroat brigands. Economic prosperity could decrease their supply and their use was controversial and condemned by
the church's Third Lateran Council ( 1179) and the celebrated Magna
Carta of England (1215) .
Mercenary tools of the trade are considered with the five categories of weapons: edged weapons like swords and daggers, blunt force
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol50/iss2/10
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weapons like maces and clubs , pole arms like spears and pikes, missile weapons like bows and crossbows, and other weapons including
psychological or siege weapons . Two of the most famous mercenary
weapons were the English longbow and Italian crossbow that factored
significantly in battle. Swiss pike men became the ultimate infantry
warriors until superseded by firearms that could be widely employed
by unskilled men and pierced most armor.
Unfortunately, the vignettes are uneven and suggest that many
should have been cut or otherwise had their text expanded. For example, the one for the 1346 Battle of Crecy is eminently satisfying
(104-108) but that for the 1477 Battle of Nancy involving the Swiss
(146) is far too cursory. This may be reflective of the book's hurried
tone, with irritatingly repeated statements like "not described here
in great detail" (152) and "to make a long and complex story short"
(158). It also leads to errors like referring to warrior Scottish-Irish
Gallowglas' first recorded appearance being in 1290 then later stating
on the same page (93) that they were important in twelve century Irish
warfare. Finally, discussion of 'Schwedentrunk' (Swedish Drink), a
torture method used in seventeenth century Germany in which liquid
excrement was poured down a victim's throats being likened to "water boarding in present times" (167) rings as unnecessary twenty first
century political posturing.
The inclusion of photographs , illustrations, and maps would have
been beneficial, albeit the index and chronology are good, as are the
appendices , one a glossary of armor terms and the other a commentary on Swiss mercenaries. Sources such as contemporary accounts of
Frenchman Jean Froissart (ca. 1337-1405) and the Byzantine princess
Anna Comnena (1083-1153) , balanced with works by modern scholars such as John France and Michael Mallett, are excellent; however
the fact that nearly half of the two hundred plus endnotes are of web
sites give pause, especially since half of these are from Wikipedia and
difficult to verify. Overall, this nicely packaged and concise work is of
some utility on the high school or undergraduate level, but of modest
appeal to the general reader and with little to offer the military enthusiast or academic specialist.
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Weaver, Ralph, Three Weeks in November: A Military History of the
Swiss Civil War of 1847 (Helion and Company, Solihul, England,
2012), 86pp. 978-1908916570. $49.55.
In 1847, Europe anticipated a wave of reformist revolution. That
year, the Swiss fought a short, decisive and relatively humane war
to determine the future of Switzerland. Three Weeks in November by
Ralph Weaver, is a concise volume about this obscure but important
revolution in European history. The events of the Swiss Civil War of
1847 are contained in fourteen brief chapters covering 64 pages. Mr.
Weaver describes the events that led up to the civil war, the war itself,
and the peace, including very brief biographies of the major leaders
of both sides. The author also includes nine appendices, which cover
various details such as army strengths, orders of battle, names and
numbers of the units as well as a brief bibliography and index. The details contained within this volume make it very useful for a researcher
of military history.
Weaver outlines the political, religious, economic, and even demographic points of contention leading up to the Swiss Civil War. He
points out that the Swiss anticipated by almost a year the issues that
would rip across Europe in 1848.
This volume is lavishly illustrated with contemporary and more
recent prints of the war and its major personalities. There is also a very
beautiful and useful twenty-three page section (not counted as part of
the text) of color illustrations of uniforms, flags, maps, canton coats of
arms and cockades.
The central issue, as outlined by the author, was whether a conservative aristocracy, preserving ancient, nearly feudal, privileges,
would dominate Switzerland or give way to a united federal system
that was more unified and democratic. Weaver also brings the religious element in play as a major issue. Although Switzerland is often
associated with the works of Calvin, it is seldom noted that it also has
a large Catholic minority. This minority was crucial to the question
of organizing the new Swiss government. As a group, the Catholics
tended to support the old order, the Sonderbund, as it would be known
during the war.
Weaver brings out several factors that are unique to the Swiss
Civil War. The war's brevity and the predatory nature of France, Aushttps://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol50/iss2/10
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tria, and Prussia to divide the Confederation among themselves are
dealt with. Even as the peace was being negotiated, France and Austria presented a proposal to the Swiss government that would have
dismembered the nation. Had the war been protracted , Switzerland
might well have vanished from the European map.
A second feature of the war was its humanity. Even before the
outbreak of hostilities , General Dufour, the Confederate Commander,
determined to keep casualties and property damage to a minimum.
To that end he issued, and strictly enforced, orders against pillaging
and needless destruction of property. Lack of recent combat experience helped to keep the number of casualties down . Weaver notes that
the green troops tended to shoot high , and therefore deaths in battle
tended to be the exception, rather than the rule .
A third interesting feature was the overall level of inexperience,
not to be confused with incompetence , of both the officers and men . A
dearth of wars had led to an officer corps out of practice. Even those
officers who had been to war, most of the senior commanders who
had served under the French during the Napoleonic Wars , were out
of practice . All Swiss males were technically in the army for most
of their lives. The author does an excellent job explaining the canton
and national military system but because of the autonomy of the various cantons, training was uneven . According to Weaver, the system
worked well enough to provide sufficient troops, but they were , for
the most part, poorly trained, which accounts for the remarkably low
casualty count.
Despite the lack of training , both the Swiss Confederation officer corps and army responded well to the leadership of General Dufour who, in the manner of Marlborough , maneuvered his army into
battles where the enemy was usually faced with little option but to
retreat or surrender. Dufour is portrayed as a humane military genius
whose strategy was to isolate the various Sonderbund cantons and
then intimidate them into surrendering rather than fighting . He offered
generous terms and good treatment, which led the Sonderbund rebels
to reconsider their stance. Weaver related only one instance of pillage
in his book and although there may have been more , the fact remains
that rather than risk wholesale destruction , most Sonderbund canton
governments surrendered when given the option .
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The last brief chapter describes the peace in sparse detail. After
the battle of Wallis/Valais , the remaining Sonderbund cantons surrendered. By the end of November 1847, the Swiss Civil War was
over. Peace was restored. The Sonderbund armies were demobilized
along with the Confederation armies, except for occupying forces . A
very small number of high-level Sonderbund members were punished,
some went into exile, but most were reintegrated into Swiss society.
The war, though short, was decisive . Victory of the Swiss federal diet
paved the way for the Switzerland of today.

Kevin Cronin
Georgia Military College - Valdosta
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Humair, Cedric. Naissance de la Suisse moderne (Lausanne: Editions Antipodes, 2009). ISBN 978-2-88901-034-9.167 pp. softcover.
26 Swiss Francs. 18 Euros. Amazon $49.68.
Historically, historiography remains strangely reticent about the
birth of the Swiss Federal State in 1848. Despite the major historical importance of this pivotal event, there exist few works which adequately explain its genesis and its profound consequences.
Seeking to instill in the Swiss a sense of national pride, an important desideratum in the imperial Europe of yesteryear comprised of
the prestigious British, French, Prussian, Russian, Austro-Hungarian,
Italian, Dutch and Belgian Empires, the historians of the late nineteenth century focused on the glorious exploits of the Swiss leaders of
the Middle Ages. Thus William Tell and the Eternal Pact on the sacred
Meadow of Riitli in 1291 became the symbols of the power and the
independence of the Swiss state .
It is certainly understandable why these nineteenth century historians would have placed so much emphasis on the idyllic medieval
past of the Swiss Confederation. Unlike its monoracial neighbor Germany, Switzerland is a pluriethnic and plurilinguistic democratic state,
lacking any central ethnic core. By glorifying the deeds of the familiar
Swiss heroes of the Middle Ages, these historians hoped to compensate for Switzerland's lack of ethnic unity, by giving the nation a sense
of historical and political unity. Thus for a long time the study of the
events of 1848 remained neglected.
Professor Cedric Humair proposes to address this problem in
his recent book, Naissance de la Suisse moderne. The work has two
primary objectives: the first is to understand the advent of the Swiss
Federal State in 1848 as the culmination of a long process in which
are intertwined economic, social, political and cultural dimensions.
The second objective is to re-establish the importance of 1848 in the
historical evolution of the Swiss Confederation. The role of the Constitution of the Federal State founded in 1848 has in fact been underestimated from several points of view. Most importantly, the establishment of the new Swiss state in 1848 permitted the repositioning of
Switzerland on the international scene. From its status as a satellite of
France and its subsequent status as a neutralized zone under the influence of the great European Powers, the Swiss Confederation progresPublished by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2014
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sively acquired the status of a truly independent and autonomous State
with which the various mighty European empires were compelled to
reckon.
In addition , this new centralized Swiss State born in 1848 contributed decisively to the establishment of two political principles
which would prove to be important for the development of a capitalist
economy: the rights and liberties of the individual and sociopolitical
stability. Indeed, since that era Switzerland has come to exemplify for
the entire world how a true capitalist economy should function at the
optimal level , and many nations have emulated the impressive Swiss
economic model.
The book naturally clarifies the role of the War of the Sonderbund (November 1847) in the birth of modern Switzerland: this war
ensued after seven Catholic cantons formed a union , the Sonderbund,
in 1845, in order to protect their interests against the centralization of
power. The war resulted in the emergence of Switzerland as a modern
federal state.
Professor Humair gives considerable attention to the subject of
the historically unprecedented level of centralization in Swiss government in the wake of the Sonderbund war. While he shows the prevalence of political disputes and the diversity of political points of view
at this time in Swiss history, he likewise demonstrates that economic
necessity compelled all social groups and political parties to work for
the common good. Everyone at that time , for example , understood the
pressing need for a certain degree of economic modernization.
There is an excellent chapter concerning the hostile reaction to
the Swiss political experiment throughout Imperial Europe. The Swiss
government established in 1848 proved to be the only successful and
durable liberal government; all the other Revolutions of 1848 failed
in Europe and resulted in the restorations of the various monarchies .
Hence Switzerland became an island of liberal democracy in the midst
of nineteenth century reactionary imperial Europe , and was a source
of concern for the Habsburgs, the Hohenzollerns and the Romanovs.
Naturally, however, Switzerland could not ignore the economic
requirements of the times: the new age of industrialization and free
market capitalism required that the Swiss Confederation cooperate
with the economies of the other European nations. Nonetheless, despite these necessary economic concessions, Switzerland never surhttps://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol50/iss2/10
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rendered its essential newfound political autonomy. Thus, at a time
when the rights of many European dissidents were being ignored and
suppressed and at a time when Imperialism and the power of the Habsburg, Hohenzollern and Romanov emperors was growing in Europe,
the Swiss Confederation was able to preserve the independence of its
people and acquire respect for their accomplishments in international
affairs.
A work of rich and profound historical, economic and sociopolitical analysis, Cedric Humair's 1848: Naissance de la Suisse moderne
deserves to be on the shelves of any professor of history who contemplates any course on nineteenth century Europe.
Dwight Page
Bryan College
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